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PHILADELPHIA, PA., APRIL, 1890 
The lectures of the late Karl Merz, will be published The new work by E. M. Sefton, “The Teacher’s Help 
in book form, by his son, Dr. Merz. The work will be and Students’ Guide,” which we.added to our catalogue, 
of great importance. None of his lectures have yet been wiU prove of untold benefit to the young teacher. See 
published. We will receive subscriptions. Price, $ 1.60.1 advertisement for particulars. 
The metronomes, which we offered for $2.90, are ex-: * 
hansted and cannot, for the_present, be furnished. We TESTIMONIALS, 
are, however, expecting to import a lot ourselves in June,; Klgl7 Gkrmakt> Feb. i0th, 1890. 
which will not be delivered until August. AH.orders E T E ._l ’ 
received up to June 1st will be filled at $2.80, provided OTrr _ E„ITni, • t OTp at 
money is inclosed with the order. No ordir will be Ia "er to youi Etudis, in which1 take great 
recognized unless setHed for in advance. This offer is Having read an article in it on the liberation of the 
lOcts. better than previous one. The metronome will H fi s and knowing what special pains you have 
be the Maelzel, with clockwork. If bell-attachment is tak|n to consult medical opinion on the Subject, I knew 
desired the price will be $1.25 more, viz., $4.05 wonld appreciate still another, and no less than the 
Every teacher should possess a metronome. It should 'minent 8ur|e0n Prof. von Esmarch’s, of whom I asked 
form a part of the teacher’s equipment. Most of the written op*fnionj for the benefit of those who read Thi 
good editions of classical works have m^ronomic marks, Etude. j Cheerfully enclose you his testimony on the 
which are valuable hints regarding the Tempos (lempi) sub;ect — 
of the different movements. The metronome can be1 1Jaffia ianiste and pnpii 0f Mons.Delaborde, Paris, 
used for daily practice also. We expect soon to offer j a ^ pre8ent, under the treatment of Prof, vor 
some, hints on how to use the metronome in technical Egm3!fCh, a£d may sooner orlater undergo the opemtior 
practice.. , „ on the ring finger of the right hand. Still, in my ease 
f end in your order as soon as possible, as the offer he ifl relu8ctailtto perform it. Should it take place, 1 
wiU be withdrawn after June 1st. The usual price of the; lfit v__ bnow tife re8Hlt. 
THE ETUDE 
PHILADELPHIA* PA., APRIL, 1890. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students ot ; 
Music, 
Subscription Bates, 91.50 per Teak (payable in advance); 
Single Copy, 16 centa. 
The courts have decided that ail iubaerifoeri to newspapers are held; 
responsible until arrearages are paid, and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
EDITOR8. 
W. 8. B. MATHEWS, . JOHN S. VAN CLEVIS, 
JOHN O. FILLMORE, E. E. ATBES, • q 
Mm, HELEN D. TBETBAK. . 
Mamgixt? Editor, THEODORE PRESSES, 
{Esitur«d at PkUadeJphia Post QMea as Beem&olem Matter.) 
MUSICAL ITEMS 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Hielen D. Trbtbab, Box 2920, New York City.] 
Unfortunately, the manuscript of the “ Musical 
Items ” was lost in the mail. We will print in next issue 
a larger number than usual, which will keep our readers 
informed of the important current Musical Events, 
during March and April, 
service to every teacher. It starts with the idea of an aur„eon after all antiseptic precaution hafl been taken, 
artistic education, and deals directly with the pupils ot b Friedrich von Esmarch, m.d., 
musical nature. The offer to send the work for 50 cts.. Professor of Surgery at the University of Kid. 
is still open. Many have availed themselves of this offer, • 
which will remain open until next issue. Mr. T. Presser :— • „ 
’ • ... . • „ ,i . i Ilam in receipt of the first book of the ‘ ‘ School of Four- 
The School of Four-hand Playing, that we have band Playing.” I consider it a great impr vement on 
recently published, has met with decided success with Czerny’s Op. 824, which I have used so far, inasmuc 
the profession. It is a work that will, replace many the secondo part can be taken by more advanced st 
of the present editions of four-hand music, such as Dia- [ await the publication of the remaining gra 
belli, Loeschhorn, etc. Book I contains the >est that ^focli interest: I hope they will appear soon, 
all authors have written for four hands with the upper j baye sold more music since I commenced getting it 
part on five notes. Books II and III will be more from y01J than in three or four tin is the le rth of time 
advanced, with the difficulties distributed equally in both before for the simple reason th y» . 
hands. They will not be ready until the Fall. , In the; that I could conscientiously give to my st-. 1 ate 
meantime we would urge all our readers to examine, T. L. Rockaby. 
Book I. ‘ ‘ Mr. T. Presser:— 
We havejuat published a little work called “Harmony Please send me six more copies “Touchand Technic.’’ 
Notation,” by W. B. Wait (see advertisement elsewhere duplicate order for any work is ilprima-facie.” evi- 
in ThITEtude). It is intended to be studied along with denee of approval and endorsement. Although I have- 
piano lesions, and give such information about harmony for several years used two-finger exercises as a basis of 
‘ ’* e ’ Its aim is to technical study and cultivation of touch, I feel grateful 
only 50 to the eminent authorfor giving to the musical profession 
these results of his long experience, in such a compact 
form, so convenient and serviceable for -dents, with 
explanations so clear that “ h€ .hat id th r 
It will take rank among musics! text-books as an 
indispensable work. The typographical neatness and 
You I accuracy are worthy of special commendation. 
Very truly, 
Musical Department, H. L. Ainsworth. , 
- - , .... 3 Hiawatha Academy. We expect to go abroad m the summer, and while 
there will order considerable of musical merchandise for Mr, T, Presser: .. . m t,._• ... -T 
•. We will make an offer to our patrons I never expect to be without The Etude while 1 am 
editorial that will be interesting to them in the way of the cheap teaching tansic, and would still enjoy reading it if 1 ever 
While editions of classical work, Bheet music, ana other musical stop teaching. The knowledge derived from it is lnvalu- 
" * merchandise published in Europe. We have issued a able to me. Mv orders^are prompUy ffilledr in feet,. 1 
studies, selected from special circular, which can be had on application, setting wouldrather eal with, your house than » > V° 
forth all information, price, etc. Sena for one'. ’ dealt with. o, m, u »#. 
PUBLISHER’S H0TES, 
In this issue, will be found a specimen or two of the 
Six-Octave Studies, by Preyer, which will be acceptable 
to a great many teachers. They are somewhat easier 
than Kullak’s studies, and quite effective, 
We have just published a volume of easy four-hand 
music, by Drobegg. They will form a supplement to the" 
first book of Four-Hand Playing. The pieces are melo¬ 
dic, quite easy and very pleasing. There are six in all. 
If you do not deal directly with us, ask your dealer to send 
to us for a copy, You will be delighted with them. 
Before the end of -the season, we hope that the 
teachers will make one more effort to gain subscribers 
from among their pupils. As the season passes, addi¬ 
tional inspiration must be sought, and this can be sup¬ 
plied in no case better than with The Etude. It goes 
without saying, that those, pupils .who read The Etude a8 every" piano student should know, i 
study better than those who have not this advantage. teach the pupil to think in music. The price is 
We make liberal deductions to all thpse who will interest ctg with the usual discount to teachers, 
themselves in getting up clubs. Send to ns for clubbing ' m i • „ • * • , 
rates. A- number of sample copies sent free, on appli- „ The Normal Course of Piano Technic is fairly on 
cation, for thiatturpose. the way with the printer, and we are booking a great 
; . many a4jftneed^order8 at 60 cts. (see advertisement on 
we must caution our patrons once more about giving the front cover). We consider this work one of.Jhe 
tha State address. Orders are delaved, or Bent to wrong m0st important ever pubHshed on piano technic. 
Stater constantly. To write simply Oxford, D(over or have an opportunity of getting one for price of binding 
Mansfield, will not do. Almost every State has a Mans- and paper. ' J 
field, etc. Please, in ordering, never omit the State 
address. 
Our Mr. Mathews will sail for Europe this month, to I the coming year, 
be gone several months. We may expect an ‘ j 
correspondence from him on musical Europe. 
.abroad, he will finish a new work, which will be an 
introdnetiqn to his phrasing i 
Reinecke," Gurlitt, Gade, etc. 
EDITORIAL ROTES. 
..-p if§M.WM-SSSBiSSSSsiMS^XBSKS.ISHflf•’•, 
Step by step one climbs the heights. Some are born 
with more musical talent than others, with higher de¬ 
velopment of taste | ■ but the educational processes all 
mast c , : ould r 3h any high .ndard. 
An excellent teacher remarked the other day that there 
are thr e stagei i lacati First, th rhyth¬ 
mic'stage, The beginner in music enjoys the dance 
forms, he':;'simpler the better and 5bin k-!* penfeict 
musical composition is that in which one can easily 
follow the accents, with as little diversion as possible by 
melodic and harmonic changes. : Rhythm is the first 
element in masic to be seized upon by the mind of the 
beginner. The second stage is the melodic. The student 
looks for something in addition to the simple rhythm. 
In connection with rhythm he desires a simple melody. 
If this melody is harmonized it must be kept simple. 
The harmonymust change as little as possible ; other¬ 
wise the melody will he obscured. The harmony must 
serve to bring out the rhythmical character of the melody. 
The third stage is the harmonic. One begins to observe 
the beauty qf certain harmonic relations and progressions. 
Here is a new world which gradually unfolds wonderful 
beauties. 
From the above we may obtain a hint as to methods 
in teaching. Education is not the process of storing 
facts, so much as that of growth. Therefore it is silly in 
a teacher to begin with a pupil who has had no musical 
advantages, by dragging him through easy selections 
from Bach and other classical writers, thereby dis¬ 
couraging him and driving him away from a study that 
might be made exceedingly profitable. A pupil comes 
to a teacher, having heard nothing better than the 
“ Fisher’s Hornpipe.” His fingers have been drilled in 
that style of music until they have some cunning, and so 
the unwise teacher thinks that he might as well begin at 
once with the easier movements of Beethoven; the result 
is failure. Why not teach music as other branches of 
learning are taught ? Why not begin with simple rhyth¬ 
mical studies and dances, and lead up by very gradual 
and slow degrees to the higher forms ? Why not make 
use of the sense of rhythm, which so easily develops from 
the first, and build on that. Here is a field for endless 
Btudy on the part of the teacher. Here is an opportunity 
for the exhibition of consummate tact. How to make a 
course of study progressive; how to reach the true goal 
without requiring too much faith on the part of the 
student; how to proceed in such a manner as to insure 
intelligence all along on the student’s part—these are 
the all-important questions. 
In teaching English literature the wise teacher never 
begins with Shakespeare. The primary pupil is given 
not only the simplest sentences, but the simplest thoughts, 
even if they are silly. It was no disadvantage to any of 
us, that we began our studies in literature with just such 
classics as “ Jack and Jill went up the hill,” and “ Old 
Mother Goose,” etc. For these were, in fact, our early 
lessons in English literature. It is true, there are some 
who still revere the “good old days, when we had only 
two books in the home, Shakespeare, and the Bible." 
Nevertheless, there are many most excellent literary men 
who were actually brought up on the Mother Goose diet; 
and those men love Shakespeare none the less for having 
heard nothing about him in their infancy. So it ought 
to be in musical education. Begin with Yankee Doodle, 
if necessary, only be sure of beginning somewhere in 
reach of the pupil’s capabilities, mental as well as 
physical. 
A certain teacher, well known now in the musical 
world, recently related to the writer an experience of his 
early life. He had high ideals, and he determined to 
have his pupils grasp them at a single leap. He had a 
pupil of eleven years who had acquired considerable 
skill, by dint of perseverance in the practice of the most 
commonplace dance tunes. This little girl had talent, and 
it was a shame, he said, to allow her to continue a moment 
longer in the company of such barbarous composers. 
So when she came to him, he forbade her playing any¬ 
thing whatever, save the exercise! ind pieces he proposed 
to give her. And what do you Ittppose he gave her the 
firBtday ? It was Chopin’s Ballade No 2 (beginning in 
F major) I Was there ever anytbi&g more absurd ? He 
it simply b« cause he thoufll it wai beautiful and 
worth learning. How important it is that a teacher 
should know exactly how to mbit a pgpil’s needs, and 
make Ms corn « of study St these requirements, whatevei 
they may be. - ' 
It is not enough to hope that the pupil may eventually 
enjoy Ms musical studies If ii dte inefi teacher 
who is forevei trying s'- hold his pM| <1 by saying 1 after 
a while you will find y asure youi mu ic,” This it 
the « ml ~ ible ws ’1 >f the turtb rate ©&< her, wl o is 
trying to do first-rate work. He is sincerely trying to 
elevate his pnpils; his purposes are admirable; but he 
deserves pity. He is hoping against hope. He is look¬ 
ing for a sort of musical millenium, when we shall all 
suddenly become artistic in our tastes. He hopes that 
his discouraged pupilB may wake up some fine morning, 
inspired with the love of Schumahn ancf^Gade, never¬ 
more to long for the flesh-pots of Egypt. But why not 
exercise more common sense ? Why not leave off sigh¬ 
ing and realize something of sncceiiB all along the way ? 
Why not have Mb pnpils enthusiastic all along as they 
tread the tedious way to perfection in art? A simple 
waltz well done is better than a Beethoven sonata under 
the handB of one whose musical intelligence cannot rise 
higher than the waltz. Why not lead Mm from the 
commonplace waltz to the waltzes 6f Schubert, pointing 
out the superior beauti^one by one, until they are com¬ 
prehended ? Then lead to other danbe forms, classical 
or otherwise, constantly looking forward to the very best 
works- in these forms, but always keeping within reach 
of the pupil’s intelligence) Be sure of one thing, if the 
pupil cannot be interested in his' musical studies witMn 
a few months, at most, either the teacher is at fault, or 
the pupil is defective in his musical capabilities. Such 
a pupil should find a better teacher, or abandon his 
musical studies at once. The student mast be patient, 
.of coarse, bat he mast also be interested in Ms work. 
A few words about “ Faith Education.” About nine 
out of ten of flbose who pretend to be very musical, are 
worthy of mention by way of illustrating the value of 
faith. They rave about Bach and Beethoven—on faith. 
They adore the “Moonlight” sonata-—on faith. Wag¬ 
ner is the most sublime dramatist of any age they say-— 
by faith. They are saved by faith. If it were not for 
this credulous spirit, of course, they would be banished 
from exclusive art circles. It is quite a desirable circle 
to be in, and so they learn the names of a few composers, 
such names as it is worth while to adore, and a few of 
their representative works, and they make a sensation in 
society. TMs kind of faith has its decided advantages, 
both to the believer and to the art world. It gives the 
believer the air of the dilletante, which is no undesirable 
air, and it gives the appearance of support to art in gen¬ 
eral. We could not afford to dispense with these art- 
worshippers. They are useful. But on the other hand 
they do bring contempt on real, genuine enthusiasm. 
What musician has not often been chilled into indiffer¬ 
ence by the affected enthusiasm of the superficial pre-' 
tender. Real enthusiasm, growing out of profound 
acquaintance with the art-work under consideration, and 
based on genuine susceptibility to all that is truly beauti¬ 
ful, is always charming. Real, intelligent enthusiasm is 
itself beautiful. But the affected enthusiasm of the 
would-be dilletante is monstrous. There is no other 
word for it—monstrous. It is like an east wind in New 
England^ it not only lowers the temperature; it posi¬ 
tively spoils the temper. One feels like snatching the 
volumj of Beethoven and dashing ont of the room, 
never, nevermore to return. 
The physician who heals diseases, and alleviates the 
anguish of the body certainly merits a more conspicuous 
and honorable place; bat the musician who eminently 
soothes our sorrows and innocently diverts the mind in 
health, renders his memory deservedly dear to the grate¬ 
ful and refined part of mankind in every civilized nation. 
—Dr. Bergh. 
AR APPEAL f 0 THE MUSICAL - PEOPLE OP 
amerioA' nr behalf of the music 
TEACHERS’ HATiURAL ASSOOIATIOH OR¬ 
CHESTRAL AHD ohorAl ooroert pure. 
B! JHA8. W LAHDOH. 
of living European composers is maintained by not a few. 
But we, as a people, have few works in the larger 
i forms of composition, such as Symphonies, Oratorios 
and ConcertoB, for, unfortnnatelyP composers have not 
the necessary means to bring out the works that require 
the expense of an Orchestra or Chorus. 
But to enable the musical public to epjoy these advan¬ 
tages, financial aid muBt be given, and this desirable end 
has been undertaken:bk theMusic Teachers’ Association. 
In Europe, either the' city or national governments 
annually bestow numerous scholarships to talented and 
industrious stndents, and they give prizes for composi¬ 
tions in larger forms, and also liberally subsidize Theatres 
and Opera Houses. By thus fostering Musical Art, 
Europe has given to the world compositions that move 
the hearts of millions to better impulses and to nobler 
endeavors. 
Through this stimulus, music has risen to a place 
second to that of ho other art, in its. refining influence 
upon our civilization. 
The Republican form of government that we have 
in this country does not subsidize art in any of its forms, 
therefore we have not developed a National Style or 
School of Music. _ 
But the MusicTeachers’ National Association, at a few 
of its recent annual meetings, has given a few concerts 
of music by American composers. 
That the Association maybe able to continue this noble 
[ work, it is establishing an Orchestral and Choral Concert 
Fund, from the income of which works in the larger 
forms of composition by our composers may be given. 
Although the. Music Teachers’ National Association 
has done much in elevating the standard of our musical 
’life, yet its greatest work has been in bringing to public 
notice the masic of oar national.composers. 
This is to be one of its special missions in the future, 
and lovers of music owe it to oar patriotism and the 
good cause of musical art that we heartily sustain the 
Association in this work. 
By thus encouraging its orchestral concerts of Ameri¬ 
can compositions, we shall rapidly develop the most 
essential element of our musical life, bnt without the 
aid the Association can give through this fund the cause 
of American music, especially in its higher forms, mast 
be set back at least a generation. 
When we thus help our composers to produce their 
work in a worthy manner, we help the cause of music 
more, and ourselves most, in that we shall reap the 
rewards of their labor. If, in helping the composers, we 
help the greater cause of music, let us freely do so f and 
be the first great nation that has given a professional 
subsidy to art as a free-will offering from he hearts of 
its people. 
The O. and C. C. Fund trustees are 8. N. Pe afield, 
Chicbering Hall, New York, Galixa Lavallee, 156 Tre- 
mont street, Boston, and Max Leckher, Indianapolis, 
Ind. All Fund money should be sent to W. ]' Di 
Treasurer, Warren, Ohio, who will return; a" personal 
receipt, and one from the above trustees. 
—There is no uncertain sound in this circuit f Mr. 
Chas. W. Landon, the enthusiastic and able Vice- esi- 
dent of the M. T. N. A. for the great State of New 
York, also President of the New Yorl State Association. 
Their circular should be read carefully and thoughtfully 
by every member of the M. T. N. A. , and by every muBic- 
loving citizen of onr Republic. To the artist) composer 
and teacher it speaks a sentiment that should encourage 
them to put forth their highest and greatest efforts, to 
the listener an enjoyment that can only be reached 
through the influence of the most artistic efforts. 
\\T ANTED—By a lady who has studied for years with 
” ’ Dr. William Mason, and has a thorough knowl¬ 
edge of his system, a position in Summer . 10 . Has 
had experience.in teacMng. Address 
Musician, 
Care of Sehirmer & Co., 85 Union Square, New York. 
WANTED.—A position, anytime between now and 
* ’ next Fall, as teacher of Piano, Singing or Har¬ 
mony and Counterpoint. Have studied many yCars with 
the following great masters: Miss Cecelia Gaul, Chas. 
Baetehs, Prof. Rqdolphson, of the Cincinnati College of 
MasicWm. H. Sherwood, Dr. i Louis Maas, H. P. 
Cheliul, S. A. Emory, J. K. Paine, Geo. L. Osgood, 
and others, of Boston. For reference address Wm. H. 
Sherwood, 63 18th St., Chicago, Ill. " 
Oavis E. Smith, Woodstock, Ohio. 
"RESPECT DUE TO 7B£ MUSICAL time; not to spqak of the fact that a physician’s charges I in all classes—there is a black Bheep'in'most'every flock. . 
PROFESSION.” ' are not uniform—rif he exerts himBelf (in an operation, It would be utterly unreasodable, however, to require all 
-- etc.) he charge? piore, whereas onr very best efforts are the many honeBt men to renounce a legitimate perquisite, 
by coxstahtix STSHKBEE0. generally the leftst appreciated—rat bestno more appre- on account of a few abuses; where the line of legitimacy 
■ _ ; . t., , 'elated than If-ps confine ourselves to onr mere legal is to he drawn, is.a difficult question, which everybody 
Mb. J. C. Fillmore’s excellent article in the January (ja^eB> do to say, that this selecting work must answer to himself, before his own honor and con- 
Etubk has surely found an echo in the heart of every formB a par^ ^ those duties for the discharge of which science, but a ride cannot be laid down for it, no matter 
tine gentleman, in the profession as well as outside of it; we arQ «< generously remunerated”—(happy Mr, H. H. how well meaning it may be. There will always be some 
what he said was wise, timely and wpll-measured in its jjaa8 j I’m 8gre I do not suffer with being overpaid, al- matters which must be decided by every one for himself, 
'•rK'' This latter quality especially characterized tht though((apeh io sor pittore ’)—that won’t d< stall! I and this truth gi es me the opportunity for a final remart 
paper, as expressive of the feelings of a veritable gentle- tnow, therf ?re plenty, of books facilitating the selection .Having shown that sheet-music and piano commissions, 
mail and, as with, all he writes, it has, no doubt, met a g0tM| Sparse of studies and pieces, but then—-every if justified by circumstances (as .in the majority of cases), 
with the unexceptional endorsement of all who read it. experienced teacher will admit that these books are one- have nothing to do with the social status of our profes- 
The February issue, however, brought a supplement, either favoring a particular publisher or composer sion, I am naturally led to look for another motive 
as it were, from the pen of Mr. H. H. Haas, which not or “ring.” There is no more to be derived from.such prompting such an absurd idea, and it occurs to. me 
 ri .  
only missed .its mark, but may also endanger the good books, than—at best—suggestions, which require, after (though I maybe mistaken) that some among our fra- 
results to be expecti 1 ft ft Mr Fillmore’s pap r nas 
much as it too unrestrained in terminology over 
shoots its aim and clearly evinces a hyperridealistic state 
all, a pretty close examination.; no, there is no course as teraity may be aching for admission among the 400! 
good a? the one especially selected.for each pupil anew; Yearning for recognition as “ society-men,” eh ? Well, 
if there was, what would become of all the novelties? chacun k son gopt! As for myself—(and should I really 
What would become of the best among them, if the be alone,in this view?)—I am content with the respect of mind on the part of its autl ir. Hyper-id alism ina T^rjjat l f t t t , if t l ,i t i  i ) I t t it  t  r t 
be easier forgiven in a musician than any other ‘ism, but Packer would not spend hours and hours examining people pay me for my own sake, as a good citizen and 
it is nevertheless a fault, and perhaps the very one which ^em. He does not do this for his own musical advance- reliable character, not because I am a musician ; indeed, 
gave rise to the only too popu.. adage: Musicians are menj. be knows his old masters, Mb classics, his roman- I prize those among my acquaintances highest_who asso- 
cranks!” To this supplementary paper I beg to offer an(j the desserts for his musical table are amply ciate with me without an eye to the customary “free 
it is nevertheless a fault, and perhaps the very one hich 
gave rise to the only too' popular adage: “ usicians are 
cranks!” o this supple entary paper I beg to offer 
my humble objections, most politely and most em¬ 
phatically] 
I may say that Mr. H. H. Haas deserves credit for the 
sentiments he expresses; no doubt, the ruleB he laid 
down are very good in his case, but other teachers are 
situated differently, and it is, to say the least, inconsider¬ 
ate to use strong and offensive terms in denouncing a 
system which is in the majority of cases justified by cir¬ 
cumstances. I am satisfied that Mr. H. H. Haas, when 
acquainted with some of the various situations of teachers^ 
will refrain in future from. condemning the business 
methods of a large body of estimable men, by imploring 
them to be “ gentlemen.” 
To begin with the “ niggardly half-hour lesson,” I beg 
provided bj the programs of travelling artists. He does music,” and if every musician would command the 
it for his pupils and in order to stimulate his own interest respect of his surroundings (as mOBt of them do) by an 
in his pupils’ work by an occasional novelty; “ toujours 
perdrix” does not agree with the best amongst us!! or 
does it? 
And in the evening, when the minister, the lawyer, 
the merchant, the artist, even the humblest laborer, 
enjoys a quiet walk in open air or a pleasant chat on the 
porch, resting after a day’s good work—the music teacher 
rushes down to the music store or shuts himself up in 
his studio, to wade through stacks of new music, good 
and bad, finding here and there something that will be 
suitable-to this, that, or the other pupil; and then—when 
the pupil gets the piece, he lets the teacher wait eight 
to say that the half-hour system has nothing to do with montbs for his outlay, or he “skips” (and such things 
niggardliness; it is simply one of the established systems, 
and productive of just as good results as any other. 
People who engage a half-hour and pay for a half hour, 
expect no more than a half-hour, and I prefer this 
system, for very good reasons. It is better to see a pupil 
twice a week for a half-hour than only .once for a whole 
hour ; it is Ibbs difficult to keep a pupil’s (especially a 
young pupil’s) undivided attention for a half than for a 
whole hour, and as to two whole hours per week, it is 
not everybody who can afford the expense. 
Now to the sheet music question. 
The ten or twelve large cities in this country where 
any piece of music can be obtained at a moment’s notice, 
contain but a small minority of the music teachers of the 
country, and just by way of a casual remark I may axi- 
omize that the size of a city is not always a correct cri¬ 
terion for the ability of the teacher that “ dwelleth there¬ 
in;” Karl Klauser and after him Boekelman teaches in 
Farmington Conn., J. H. Howe in Greencastle, Merz 
(alas! that I have to say: the late Merz) in Wooster and 
so forth—and “ I too was born in Arcadia.” 
The muric dealer in a smaller town cannot very well 
have happened and happen still 1) or he forgets it (“it’s 
such a trifle, you know”), or the teacher forgets to pm 
it down—at the end of a season the teacher is “ out ” of 
about sixty to eighty hours of tedious work hnd $16 tc 
$20 cash, but he is—according to Mr. H. H. Haas—£ 
“gentleman”! No, no, he is simply a fool, 'Ofthe specieF 
Don Quixote! That is indeed a sickly gentility, which 
must renounce every legitimate business principle in ordei 
to be recognized. 
I come to the “porter’s tip,” or the “ secrecy” of the 
proceeding. 
Ab far as I am personally concerned, I make no secret 
of my discounts, and my pupils willingly grant me tin 
trifling profit, most of which is consumed by postage 
soiled or torn copies, losses, etc.—nor have I ever ex 
perienced a lack of personal regard as a gentleman oi 
their part. A pupil coming here, say from New York, 
informs me: “I have always bought my music at hall 
price.” 
“ Very well—I lend you this copy; get me a new one.” 
After three weeks (and more) the pupil brings the new 
j.uo ui o u UGttic m HLL u u ci . ... , , n . . , , 
., . „ . .. , , j copy, m a poor edition, plus mark-fingering, etc., and 
consider that small minority who buy good music, and if . ,T T , u r. it- ■» 
, , J , ,, , , says: “I see now, that I should have lost six lessonf 
he can, he will not (for some unaccountable reason), and ... ... . T w , , , , 
.’, , ,, .... , . ,. . . ,, , while waiting for the copy, besides I did not get what J 
even if he should be willing, he would not exactly know i . , 
, _ „•’ , wanted—I understand now that you have to charge full 
how; so the teacher is obliged to keep admail stock, T _lai1 
upright life, domestic happiness, honest teaching, broad 
education, polished manners and a kindly disposition 
toward his fellow:men—when every musician will be res¬ 
pected individually and as a citizen, then our profession 
can claim to be respected as such, not before! 
At any rate, it is a queer fancy to require the public 
to respect a “profession” for its own sake; no other 
profession demands it. A clergyman is perhaps the only 
one, who is respected, as it were, “on credit”—and he 
has to live up to his preaching or else there is consider¬ 
able “ trouble in Jerusalem.” 
A musician cannot claim more regard from the general 
public than anybody else, unless he has a great reputa¬ 
tion arid the man in him equals his artistic worth; the 
simplest music teacher, however, can compel his sur¬ 
roundings to respect him individually, and if there 
should be some silly society-belle or boarding-houSe 
dude sneering at “ that music teacher”—dear me, can 
that disturb anybody? Do we not respect ourselves 
higher than those “ things”? To think, how some of 
them live—it is a perfect wonder—without learning, 
without character, without brains, without “blood,” 
sometimes even without money; shall men of a lofty 
calling, of a noble profession like ours, crave their con- 
descendent familiarity? No, indeed; these mostly ill- 
bred people with their loud dresses, these “ Bupes ” in the 
drama of life who serve only as a frame for the “ think¬ 
ing few ”—ah, I would not miss them for anything, hut 
I love them from a—self-imposed—distance, and shall 
never allow myself to forego any legitimate financial 
benefit for the sake of their recognition of equality. 
Well-bred people, whether in “society” or not, always 
acknowledge the superior endowments of a musician and 
never fail to be lenient with his little shortcomings. 
THE ring-finger. 
price and I pay it cheerfully—glad of-the accommodation 
you pro ride.” 
The overwhelming majority of music teachers ar< 
money which must bring interest, and it would be foolish* similarly situated, but what in the world has this to do 
. _ _ _ _ - _ • • _!iL i/L •_■ 1 -9 
to think that teacher less gentlemanly, because he is sin¬ 
cere enough to invest this money in his own business, 
with their social standing ? 
The piano commission question admits of a very simi- 
,  w 1 ® Jai in£ vir ** ’ , , . .. We have received the following communication, which 
how so the teacher is obliged to keen ad ail stock wanted~1 understand now that you have to charge full explain itself. 
J - , , ! , . .. ^ . rp, . ’ Having several engagements m New York to operate 
worth from three to five hundred dollars, on hand. This ^ provide!” on the Accessory slips of tendons of the ring-finger, 
is money, not sentiment; and with all due consideration J p ... . thereby giving perfect freedom, higher lxftr increased ■— 
for the ideal side of a music teacher’s calling—this is he_j>ver hel ing ajority f usic teachers ar< 8trength, and greater stretch of hand, I shall leave San 
- ' Francisco about June 1st. The operation is perfectly 
-; their social standing^? following^as usualf^Price ^V operation on both. hands 
i i i ti it f   i i- |26.00. I have most successfully operated on 312; in no 
instead of “going into real-estate,” or “ oil ” (both of lar reply. If a person requests me to aid in the selection case has there been even the slightest dissatisfaction, 
which I do, by the way, through the kindness of my good' of a piano, if I give this person the benefit of my know- For testimonials from thedate.? ouis Maas, „ ™ 
friends, who nevertheless profess to take me for a gentle- ; ledge on the subject, of my experience, of.my time, if I 
man). It is however not money alone the teacher in- take upon my conscience a moral responsibility—I must Boston, See The Etude, a Musical Journal of Phi-sdel- 
vests in his stock, he also devotes a vast amount of time, ’ be remunerated ; he who lives for the altar, must live phia, October, 1888, December, 1888 and Januaiyj 1880. 
judgment, deliberation—in short, a great deal of work to^ from the altar. Of course, there .is a great deal of abuse . Should you .desire tw have P? 
its selection. .It won’t do to compare this with a physi-i carried on in thiB field; there are so-called teachers who, be limfte^to^wo^eeks.. * 
dan’s prescription, for if the physician would have to go hearing of a nearly completed sale, threaten the dealer . Respectfully, " 
to the pharmacy every time he needs a medicine, he with “talking the party out of it,” and so forth—well ~ ■* " E- S. Bonei.lt, 
would moBt assuredly charge the patient with the loss of this is simply blackmail, outrage^robbery! as it occurs 1358 Market SL, San ran > a * 
■. uUUUiU: jrUU uqouo tu v - ft A* 
during my visit East, please communicate with mef? as 
my time .will be li ited to two weeks. . 
t ll , 
 . lli , 
1358 Market St., San Francisco, Cah ■ 
LETTEBS TO TEAOHEES. in this system, the training in' rhythm, and the general 5. I should play it (he tones successively from the low 
--—' preparation it lays for musical tfiBte by educating the F upwards, coanting with the last tone, bat making the 
by Wi s. b. Mathews. habits of observing music (i. e.; the habit of listening to entire chord within an almost imperceptibly small inter- 
__ . it with care) are Of very great value, and much better val of time, so'that the low notes would have as little as 
The questions w ich have reached me this mont are than anything we have here hot directly derived from the possible the character of anticipation. To permit a pupil 
mostly short, butthey are perhaps not the less important. ton;c Sol-Fa teachers. The notation, moreover, is of to count with the first tone of such a chord is generally to 
1: Will you pleas# tell me what the Tonic Sol-Fa very great value in the earlier stages, on account of its postpone the melody tone too long, and especially to 
system is? ; : _ extreme simplicity, and its consequently small lemands iivert attention from it. When the pupil has delivered 
t Wtoftfc ihe*SKforebe*nTe» in that nyitem? W th. ontrained attention. It is aim naofcl_direoUj, tie connt >» ■>>• •**; *“•*??* 
^ A as a means I s pressing tonic affects n a ge eral way to have finished the duty oi the beat ; inthit east how- 
m m * - ci i m - j . ., vv *• e., not restricted to a single key. The Chord of Do ever, the most important note of all, the melody, is still 
., ,T(v'v' -fv n w i • .v is a certain distinct thing in music, as also is the Chord to come. In order to avoid this forgetfulness, 1 require 
!2£i vdje “&* raSrLnd'Zi’c'fln «**. »/ etc. The terms “Chord of 0,” con.tin6 noth the rnMg. ! do no. say it is the only right 
short, the system consists mainly of a method of intro- “A,” “ G,” or any other absolnte pitch, do not Correa- -ay. •-- 
, . -i . xi /•. j i . , pond. As to the general question whether the hands should 
nn^iTuv. rmni O ta rno trinnomoTirQ wmoinol nov/>anr.o onn r ° 
B Vi 8 B ATH! S 
s ior *1.. system < isii main! of i n sth - f infcrc 
In ing pupils » the 3 >. me ital n sical >>_ ;ept a 1 
concepts; and second, a simple notation adapted for wuvtvpvu • UUM OVIWUU) DtUdUhO UU UUUIUU uuuy W AVI » *. '4 7» If 1 » #•» j ; ., , . , ’ -a • . j - vi a *iin its simplicity and truth. 
use during the early stages, when it is not desirable to „ n f ,, , , , „ . , 
v at. • j -Tv a ,i. on. 3. Probably the Standard Course is best, 
nnenm how iha mlrl wnr r» too ma rttt- nnur thi oera I n ■ 
2. Hence, the advantage of the system over others is commence together or successively in arpeggio chords, 
t .i i , ... . .1. rm_ ,ui a tuunuiY utc tyuauucttu v 
encu ber the ind with too any,new things. Ifie . 
urn • ci i in it av a av . r . ,. . Mr. iheo. Presser for price list, 
name Ionic Sol-Fa ” means that the sol-ia. is applied . 1 
with reference to the tonic. This is to distinguish it yOQ kindly explain in y 
it does not so much matter, as it does at what point the 
8 . Send to count is made. 
. Th . . In general, the main thing of a chord and melody com=~ 
Will you kindly explain in your column of Questions hined is the melody tone. The accompaniment needs to 
from the “ fixed do ” svstem calling C alwavs do even and Answers the mental process by which transposing is go with it in proper subjection. If the arpeggio were 
a _ . _ :__ g_ . 7 .. * done? A SUBSCRIBER. nlnxred rartidlv. it wnnld be difficult tn tell bv ear in the key of D, A, D flat, etc. This “fixed do-system -JTne/ ••••;• .. ; A SuB80R1BKa-- very rapidly, it would be difficult to tell by ear 
• -n i j j ,. ,. . r In am not quite sure whether any of us exactly under- whether the two hands began precisely together or suc- 
was m use in England and on the continent for many * . J.■ ■ J ° f „ 6 
, .... . on, + v r T stand the process of transposition in its higher forms, cessively, so rapidly must the tones follow each other m 
yf..,.ra, si i. a n rnn genius, a a 1 es For example, Mr. W. C. E. Seeboeck, of this city, a pupil these chords. But to permit the left hand to.go on and 
Rousseau, was one of the first to suggest an easier way „ _ , ^ ’ . . , r . 
of leadin students to a erce ft nalitv and ro °* ■“raam8> accompanist of the Apollo Club, will tranS- complete its chord after the melody tone has been heard, 
.j! ea mg g a eis a perct.p ion o oaa ,an Pro p0se accompaniments as those in Rubinstein’s as one often hears badly taught players do, is atrocious, 
posed a new notation to the French Academy about f . , . , , .v ,. T. , , -ra. , , . ... 
1755. His proposition was killed in the academy mainly Tower of Babel into ^ ^ re<lae8ted ^ the direc' Tt does make a dlfrence whether. thf coanJ befD8 Wlth 
by Rameau. His notation consisted of figures upon a tor’ aPParently wlthoat the 8lightest difficulty. They run the first tone or takes place with the last. In the former 
line, the figures denoting, place in key. The notation of aiong just as easily, apparently, as when played as written, melody comes as a retardation of effect-; m the latter the 
the tonic sol-fa consists of the initials of the sol-fa names, One process of transposition, by which I mean playing chord sounds like a preliminary to the melody. Both 
d for do, r for re, m for me. They are placed upon the mUS1C m a diifereut ke?t0 that from which one 18 readinS are 1®glt™ai.e f '- ° a?e ^ 5 14 
, . XT . v s v v . . the notes, consists m translating the notes into Sol-Fa is rather difficult to determine exactly which the corn- 
same level. .Notes belonging to a higher octave have a Y • * ? t j *-rw , , . , ,. ^ . . nr . , ,. , , , m
’• those belon 'n to a lower name8, -A-musician can play the chord of Do, chord of poser may have intended in any particular instance. My 
v t Units of time are re re Fa, etc., in one key just as easily as another; but to look teaching in regard to the hands successively corresponds 
m. f’ n 1 * 6 ' ° r.e?rf at the chord of C and play the eh&rd of D flat is not so with Billow’s notes to the first Cramer study, where he 
easy; it requires thought, and when modulations inter- requires the simultaneous beginning as an exception. 
little stroke at the top, r/; those belonging to a lower 
octave have a stroke below, tf.‘ Units of time are repre¬ 
sented by equal spaces. Thus, a few measures in triple 
time might appear thus: 
Key of C. 
QS|s: — :m|d: — :m|s: — :m|d: — :m| 
s: — f | r : — r|m: — : — |d: — : | 
vene, and accidentals multiply, one iB apt to drop some . 6- There is no such thing as a “ loud pedal.” It is a 
of his smaller stitches. One might play in a different damper pedal. The soft pedal diminishes the volume_of— 
key by imagining himself to be reading from a different tone ; the damper pedal permits tones to prolong them- 
1 ‘ 1 ' 1 : 1 clef. The tenor clef, for instance, has C on the third selves after the fingers are taken off the keys. It also 
Here the bars indicate the place of the strong pulse; Hne. This is one degree lower than the G clef, and one promotes blending by permitting the harmonics to sound, 
the colons divide the time spaces. The time space oc- might imagine himself to be reading from it, in order to Both pedals are often used together, 
copied only by a dash, indicates that the preceding tone transpose a note lower. Mr. Wm. L. Tomlins tells me Will you plea8e an8wer the following questions through 
is prolonged through it. If it were a rest, the space that he can play only so fast as he thinks his music, your interesting Monthly ? 
wouhi be entirely empty. To put this in some other which he always does tonically, no matter how compli- 1- Are Franz Kullak and Deppe alive? 
key it is only necessary to play it higher or lower; the Cated it may be ; he can play it in one key just as easily as . 2; kours.ia. a11 do lon think aPerson "ho 
direction above shows the intended key. This notation another, from the same notation. He was a tonic Sol Fa ;8 Piai10’ 
is singularly well adapted for mental results in elemen- pnpil before studying at the Royal Academy. 3. What grade of music (calling seven the highest) do 
tary musical instruction. It does not assist the eye in ^ . . you think a person who has studied three years on the 
the slightest, but if the pupil has an inner sense of ton- . L Where could ! obtain old examination papers of p;an0, and iB about 17 years old, ought to play? 
„„„ uYxv „v„„i-x_x_,_x_ Amer. College of Musicians (for associateship). _ __ a Do vou think a vear abroad in Germany iB enough 
ality, he can sing from it with absolute certainty. 
The greatest merit of the Tonic Sol-Fa system, or 
L/cu. it uc , uc u u uiti  it iu uuts n.t:  jUBt a utuju  uu . . . ,v • i» j w. „ i « « , 
. , .. ^ is studying both the violin and piano, ought to practice 
t r, fr  t  s  t ti .  s  t i  l- a day? 
il f r  t i  t t  l . . t r  f si  ( lli  s  t  i st)  
, ttti ,, T , • ,, . .  
1. I i . s ,   
? lTirL ^leg Ox 4. j)0 y y
z. What i8_the difference between mp, mf, and pj f after studying under the best teachers in the United 
3. In playing a “portamento, or “mild staccato” States? 
usage, is it not correct to use a wrist movement to 
sist the finger in giving the “ caressing touch ” ? 1- Franz Kullak and Deppe are still alive. 
4. Is not the finger sometimes bent inwards at the 2. Probably four or five. But surely not to the total 
*n ^a^ng 4ke 1 sliding or “ caressing" omission of other intellectual work. One should read 
6. How should the first chord of meas. 48, Chopin’s and 8fcudy other things. 
Nocturne.” On. 65. No. 1. be nlaved? As I under- 3. Fourth Or fifth. 
movement (for it is an educational movement in Eng- pas _ „ , , _ 
land) is in the advance they have made towards defining assist t e finger i givi  the “ caressing touch ” ? 1. ra z ullak and eppe are stil alive. 
,, , , . , , , , . 6 
the etementeT urnhe. of m»c, Md thereby l.png a Bret joint it. playing the “aiding" or “ waning" „ is,ion „f other intellectual ork. ne ahouH re^i 
iounaation upon wnich the higher musical taste can be touch? , , , ,. 
placed ; for a taste for Beethoven or Bach, or any other 6- s l t first r f eas. 48, i ’s a  s“Y  t r t i s. 
great master, or all of them, is simply the testimony of ‘lN^Ctlrne’’’M0V^N°^1ri-beiPlayed? Fourth or fifth. . . . 
.1 . , xr ■ ' 1 x- /• stand, from Mr. Mathews directions, on p. 132, Sept. 4. In regard to study in Europe see a later letter in 
tho tnnir tnotttoal Knae that the,r work, .attsfy the Etud a„ chorf! ^ | befort ttem <hoo,d be pl d 4is rerie8B 
mo.,oal feeling,. Wherever there are ntn.,cal feehnga eontinnooaly from left to right, Oven when marked, a, wm yoD D,ea8e M8w8r ae8e au88tion8 in ,he 
to satisfy, a taste for these works exists as soon as the in this case. I have been taught to play lowest tones in Etude and oblige a subscriber 
works themselves become known. It is the teacher’s chords together, when each is marked with £. 1. In Bach’s ‘‘ Loure,” 11th measure, should the first 
work first to awaken these elementary ingredients of 6. Are not the “ loud ” and “ soft Ypedals frequently beat be accented, owing .to the slur. And at period IV, 
musical intelligence, and to strengthen them, and de- nsed together ? Subscriber. should the first note be accented and the following notes 
velop them j havipg dope thi., he ia to mdmtUhe pppU. I. Write to Robert Bonner, 60 William, St., Provi- 
to the works which satisfy the demand for musical en- dence, R. I. Inclose stamps. 2. tfhen tfese cres. < are marked, should the music 
joyment thus created. Inasmuch as the newly developed o Tn nlav w;fv nnB,B nat , .. ... be londafferthe continuation of theTilgn, until annulled^ 
in , . . l t . . Whe  th  r .  , l t ’ i  
. . ... , - Jr 2. To play ith one’s natural force of touch, neither be loud after the continuation of thelrgn, until annulled 
intelligence will still be weak, he must go slowly, and be x a- • _ .. - ... . by another sign ? 
sure that each important new work is retained before the u /. exerting addltl°°a . ^rce, _ is to play 8. a1s0 ;8 it considered an accomplishment, when one 
, .  , - .. , , , ,. , . mezzo.” With the utmost force is 11 fortissimo.” With can play “Silvery Waves,” by Wyman; ‘ Maiden’s 
x,1 “f 6nrgh fPr.J“S keaatiea to become realized by the leaat p088ible force is “pianissimo.” mp means Prayer,” by Bardarzewska; “ Home Sweet H .me^by 
the pupil Memorizing i8 ** process well adapted, for mezz0 ian0 or middling soft; mf, mezzo-forte, or mid- Tkal-berg 5 “ If 1 were a,Bird’ h7 Hen-selt> etc’ Jou 
securing this prolonged and detailed study of a master j,- ,, Y . J . . will favor me very much by answering. 
>TXxx Y„n -c xx T , , „ , " dung loud; pf means piano, then suddenly loud; fp, forte, , ,, , . 
work. I fie result is, if the work has been well chosen. fx„„ nr. mu n ■ a c c 1. The slur does not annul or remove the rhythmic 
,x„x xx„   ;i n. ’ a xx . , ’ • then suddenly soft. The five mam degrees of force are— ° , , , . , 
that the pupil likes'and enjoys the music, by the time accent. That takes place exactly the same as if the slur 
he has fully learned it. PP P m • did not run across from one measure to another. The 
In this country the “fixed do” system has never pre- 3- There is no harm in using the wrist in the way 8inr makes a difference with the surrounding tones, per- 
vaued, and hence many of our elementary teacherB think' mentioned, i: it <loes not look badly.' haps. The firBt note under a slur is not invariably ac- 
that the tonic Sol-Fa system will never be needed in Ame- 4. Fingers are often bent inwards in the manner yon centedr In fact, it is only in short phrases..of two hotes 
rica. Such an4opinion, however, is wide of the truth. The3 describe, but most piano teachers regard it as uncomely,;, that the slur carries this implication of accent upon the 
method of presenting the fundamental percepts of tonality and indicative Qf weakness. first tone.' Even then it doeB not remove or annul the 
. o s,” 
O b ber '’ I _ B , ^ bjr s , . Y
, ’ J \. , ’ , ill fa r e er  c   a s eri . M. 
 : „ 
„ ■ v„_re__ 
r „ , 
f .  
“ * '
rhythmic accent 5 this goes on all the same. Read what 
I have written upon that Babject in previous Etudes, I ' 
think within the past few months. Let the playing al¬ 
ways define the rhythm. This is fundamental in music. 
Express! < goes >n niter the rhjhas been token 
care'of; It"-ne.ver supersedes:'rhythm dn a rhytiimiitollj 
regulated piece; recitative la different." 
S The sigi cr« generally but not invariably sighifit 
a prolonged and gradual increase of power. That de¬ 
pends ipon tht character of the passage Remembei 
that when a composer has marked expression in his 
piece, until he is tired and ashamed, he has indicated': 
but a small part, of the delicate nuances which make up 
musical expression. These you must add to hjg indica¬ 
tions by your own inner light. His are merely general 
-indications of the direction of his thoughts; you are 
supposed to he able to complete the circle when~he has 
given the radius and a segment of it. 
8. It might be an accomplishment to play the pieces 
you mention; probably would in some placeB. In New 
York, for instance, it wonld be a very Blight claim to 
distinction. Upon this point yon can learn more when 
you have the graded list of the American Mnsic Teachers’ 
Association, now in preparation by a committee com¬ 
posed of Dr. Mason, Mr.-Arthnr Foote, and the writer. 
President Parsons is ex-officio member of the same. j 
Please tell me why some pianos have three pedals. Is: 
there any nse for the third ? L. M. 
The third pedal is called a “ tone-sustaining pedal.” ! 
Its office is to sustain the tone Bounding at the moment] 
v when it is taken. The common damper-pedal raises all 
the dampers at once, and affects all tones sounded after 
it is pressed until it is let off. The tone-Bnstaining pedali 
affects only the tone or chord which is actnally sounding 
at the moment of taking it. This, or these, go on while] 
new chords are played without being in the slightest de¬ 
gree affected by the tone-sustaining pedal. This pedal 
'is made necessary by the increased singing and sustain-! 
ing power of modern instruments, which is so great that 
such pedal uses as were common thirty years ago produce; 
unbearable confusion. Its technic, however, has not yet i 
made much headway in the text-boobs. . . 
Please answer, through The Etude, the following 
qnestions. 
1. What is the Embellished Adagio? 
2. What is the correct definition of Phrasing ? 
A Subscriber. 
1. An Embellished Adagio, probably an adagio with 
more or less ornamentation of melodic embellishments. 
The term is not what druggists call “ officinal”—i. «. it 
iB not sanctioned by authority. It is one of those approxi¬ 
mate forms Which a writer uses at his own peril (and 
that of his readers.) 
2. “Phrasing” means the “ Expression of the indi¬ 
vidual ideas of a piece.” Interpretation goes further 
and places these individual ideas in their proper rank as 
to relative importance, and produces them all in the rate j 
of movement indicated or intended. Phrasing implies 
clear perception of the individual ideas of a piece, and 
sufficient musical feeling to express each one of them as 
U comes. It reaches -the bass and the accompanying 
parts just as truly as the melody, for there are ideas all 
through a piece—-just as there is soul all through a 
person. Even a little hand gives an impression of soul 
at times; is it not so? „ . 
Please answer the following qnestions in the next 
Etude. . 
1. Will a piano which is tuned by one tuner, stay in 
tune longer than another ? 
2. Is it necessary to pound the keys heavily while tun¬ 
ing? - 
8. Which is the best place to Btudy music (Piano) in, 
Germany or Europe ? 
4. Is' it cheaper and does it give one more prestige 
than studying at home ? 1 
6. Is it true that D’Albert recommends two hours per 
dfey as sufficient practice ? ' 
6. Name a good little text book on Theory and rudi¬ 
ments of harmony. 
7. Give pronunciations of the following: D’Albert, 
Sarasate, Tamagno and Carreno. a. w. 
1. It is vefy doubtful whether a piaho knows whether 
it is being tuned by the timer for Whom it once conceiyed 
an attachment. If a tuner turns the pins to the right point 
and Cfu-efullyleaveB them in time adjustment, the piano will The mi uc of this song, if not specially eh iracteriatic 
be satisfied But its remaining in ton will depend nj n c,< toe sentiment if Am words, is at least melodious, 
,, . • , rm_ well written and effective as regards climaxes. It will 
the weatl mther c m°od« 0x6 donbtli SB be gra efal to the majority of church singers 
true answer to your question is * It all depends* * a arid congregations^i M^i ^ 
2. It is better to pound the keys rather: heavily, the: decided gift for pleasing and effective melody,-and’ he js 
deiign being k di trib. to t le new ensi( n evenly thr ■ igh 5’ f’**1 toe-to® 55 ull®^n ‘ h 'r 'A " d.xre<5 
.... , a! won of the pleasing rather than of the inspiring, and 
the entlre ^en«th of the 8tnn«8 Pl“fs would be better employed, from the standpoint of art 
freqn ntly ge out of tone as sc »n *1 heavil ^1» i upon c »>* * m in ’1* treatment f light ei themes •»..«* > ^ ose 
through the new tension not having been evenly dis- of religions faith and worship. But perhaps .these very 
tributed. As soon aB the string is made to vibrate vig- limitations will make his work more successful in the 
orously, the tension is distributed over the bridges and ** foe tone of the above comments applies to four 
through the agraffes, around the sharp curves, etc.,; sacred quartets, one original with Mr. Campbell, “Softly 
whereby after soft tuning the part between the bridges: now the Light of Day, ’• and then arranged by him as 
let : follows: Mozart-Campbell, “Love^ Divine, all Love 
„ _ i- ^ -vt 1 • -n i Excelling;” Schubert-Campbell, “Jesus, Lover of my 
8. Probably Berlin, at present. No place in Europe] Soul; ” Jensen-Campbell, “ Jerusalem, my Happy 
is better than America; as to qualittyof education to be! Hour.” The first selection is the theme of the Mozart 
bed there ! Sonata, in A; the second, that of one of Schubert’sJm- 
4. It is perhaps a little cheaper, but not much. It] prpmptus,. Op. 142. All of them are good music, 
, r r r ! adapted to good words, and they will doubtless meet 
now costs an economical young man about $700 a year] wit£ popuiar success. Whether they really express the 
to study piano in Berlin, under a good teacher. deepest sentiment of the words is a much more doubtful 
As to prestige it is difficult to say. You will find that point, Certainly, they are not at once convincing. Thev 
while you are still young, the question among strangera are Polished by Clayton F. Summey, Chicago. J. C. . 
will be: “Where haBhe been?” But as soon as yon] 
show that you can do something, it will be “ What can he! 
do?” The prestige, thereafter, depends, entirely upon 
the quality of the doing. 
5. I do not know about DVAlbert’s opinion, but it 
sounds like him. He is a genius who does in an hour 
what it tabes others days to do. Dr. Mason has often 
said that if a young man cannot play the piano with four 
hours a day practice, he could not with forty. But the 
latter amount is plainly impossible; it wonld kill the 
landlord. 
6. Try Wait’s “ Harmonic Notation.” 
7. D’Albert is pronounced Dal'-bair; Sarasate, Sar- 
a-sa'-teh, broad “a,” accent upon third syllable; Ta¬ 
magno, Tamahn'-yo, Carreno, Car-ray'-no, accent upon 
the second syllable. 
FEW PUBLIOATIOFS. 
_ — » - 
Pianoforte pieces from H. B. Stevens & Go., Boston. 
Reminiscences of Ausable Chasm, by Ferdinand j 
Dewey. 
1. In the Grove. 
3. Romance. 
4. Blind Man’s Buff, Humoresque. 
As regards the emotional content of the above “remi¬ 
niscences,” in Nos. 1 and 3 the author must have been 
in a deplorably “spoony” state of mind, out of which 
no satisfaction appears to have come. No. 4 is at least 
cheerful and “frisky,” if not “humorous.” For the 
rest, these pieces are well written and may interest some 
players. As exercises in composition they are everyway 
commendable. But judged from the standpoint of music, 
it does not yet appear that the composer had anything 
to say of permanent or universal interest. 
Trois Morgeaux four Piano, par Louis Schehlmann, 
Op. 25. 
1. Barcarolle. 
| 2. Impromptu in B minor. 
8. Melody, pathetic. 
These three pieces, in harmony, form and thematic 
treatment, show the hand of a well-trained1 musician. 
Besides this they are fairly characteristic, as their titles 
suggest, and, without being profound in feeling, are 
interesting. They are not difficult to play. 
Aquarellen. Four little tone pictures, by Gustav Mer¬ 
kel, Op. 61. Revised and -fingered by Jnnius W. 
HiU. _ 
1. Mariner’s Song. 
2. Postillion's Morning Song. 
3. Spring Song. ^ 
4. In the Flower Garden. 
Merkel’s fiame is a sufficient guarantee that these 
pieces are well written and musician-like. They are all 
bright and cheerful in spirit; musical and interesting and 
not difficult—about third grade. They will prove valu¬ 
able for teaching purposes. 
F. Schubert: Impromptus, Op. 142, Nos. 2 and 3. 
Field: Fifth Nocturne, in IB Flat Wagner: 
A T DTTU T.PID ^ 
FEW MUSIC. 
Theo. Presser, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Grade IY. 
No. 976. “ La Melancolie,” by N. A. Barb6. Op. 
25..... .60 
. An excellent composition, of medium difficulty, begin¬ 
ning.in C minor with an octave melody for the right 
hand, while the left hand plays a counter melody spring¬ 
ing across the right. It then passes into E flat major, 
and a graceful theme is given with occasional leaps of 
the right hand across the left. It is ornamented with a 
variety of scales andjirpeggios. 
Grade IY. 
No. 957: “fitade,” by Ad. M. Foerster. Op. 27, 
No. 2 ,....... .25 
This study, in G minor, is a treatment of that valuable 
but difficult form of technique known as double-thirds. 
Thirds and sixths, as matters of daily study, are indis¬ 
pensable for every pianist, and the frequency with which 
they ire employed in works of the higher order, makes 
their stndy obligatory. There is also in this Etude some 
effective treatment of Btaccato. 
Grade V. 
No. 958. “ Tarantelle,” by Ad. M. Foerster. Op. 
27, No. 3.....58 
The Tarantelle has a melodious character, is largely 
constructed of triplets and has a number of figures in the 
accompaniment, in that form which, to borrow the lan¬ 
guage of prosody, wonld be balled lambic, and there is 
also a beautiful trio in A flat. 
Grade II. 
No. 951. “Scales and Exercises,” by'Scharfenburg 
and Luis.•...50 
This practice leaf is valuable for its convenience, and 
by the exclusive attention which it calls to the melodic 
minor scale. 
Grade III. 
No. 971. “On the Heights,” by Heinrich Steihl. 
I Op. 86, No. 1. Revised and fingered by Albert 
Benter..... .86 
lbum Leaf. x 
This is an excellent, well-printed edition of these 
pianoforte classics. The Impromptus are revised and 
lingered by Liszt, and the other two by Karl Klauser. 
“ositnan. This composition is of very moderate difficulty and 
,s their titles presenta two features of interest; a series of chords both 
feeling, are fegato and staccato, and a dialogue of melodic fragments 
between the right and left handsr 
r- Grade V. _ “ 
umnB * 963. “Nocturne,” by Robert Tempest.. Op. 
2, No. 2....-.. .85 
A dainty, dreamy composition, of a cheerful character, 
constructed for the most part of a melody in toellpper 
fingers of the right-hand with accompanying sixteenths 
3 that these in the same hand, while the left hand delivers extended 
 ll arpeggios. 
leresti G^AJ)Z W• 
r  l - No. 988. “Second Nocturne,” by F. Norman 
Adams. Op. 24 ....... . >60 
1. 2 and 8. 1 A highly interesting composition, which would mark 
t." anner: W®H toe grade in mechanical .difficulty. It opens 
* " : with a series of brilliant arpeggios; then comes a broad, 
. ' noble melody in the right, hand, sustained by chorda in 
t .t ese tte left hand shifting positions. An agitated 
revis ant ;.n j^rajlel minor key occurs as a digression, toeni toe 
Mauser. gr8t theme returns metamorphosed from A flat major 
J. B. Campbell: Sacred Song, “The Lord My Pasture: into.the enharmonic topic minor, G sharp, and.decorated 
Shall Prepare.” with chroulatic embellishments. , 
Questions anfl J^sweijs. 
Will you please answer in The Etude the following, 
question:— 
Would you advise a pupil of the second- grade (scale 
1-10), to practice the Beales, or would studies be suffi¬ 
cient? M. D. 
Ans.—I should certainly advise the practice of scales. 
If either were to be neglected, I should prefer to neglect 
the 6tudes. Indeed, I use very few of the current tech¬ 
nical 6tudes in my own teaching. J. C. F. 
,Ques.—I was once quite a performer, but had no piano 
ifor several years; now I have one. I find that my fingers 
are so weak that I can play a scale not more than two or 
three times over before my hands are tired out and must 
rest What exercises shall I use ? ' \. e v. 3. 
Ans.—Before giving as. answer, I will say that people 
will be years in making. up - their mind ■ what is. the .best 
piano, and will worry over it and make it almost an 
epoch in'their lives. Having a piano of superior tone 
and workmanship, they will let it go to ruin in a few 
shqrt years by neglect and want of good tuning. ■ .They 
like music dearly, bu£ will pinch the silver quarters so 
hard that “ the eagles will scream,” rather than let one 
go fora piece of new music. In answering this question. 
I will suppose that you are in’active life, and that time 
is money, and that if you could bring back your former 
skill in a short time it would be a boon to you. There 
fore, having spent so much money for a piano, now add 
a little to it and get the Student Technicon, and using 
it will soon bring about your old-time skillymeantime, I 
would suggest that you practice the music and read the 
letter press of “ Mathews’ Phrasing,” Yol. I. Many 
of the selections in this are from Heller, and he wrote 
music, as he said, that had worth without undue techni¬ 
cal difficulties, or, a fine piece of music need not neces 
sarily be technically difficult. See above, answer to 
Question 4, of J. T. Heller’s Op. 125 and 138 are 
beautiful music, and do not require much technic. - The 
reason your hand becomes fatigued so soon is from hold¬ 
ing it in a strained way. Let it loose, and leave it in 
repose ; do not hold it tightened up as if you were hold¬ 
ing something that was in danger of getting away. 
C. W. L. 
Qubs —Would playing silently on an organ take the place of prac¬ 
tice on the Clavier? , _ m. j. c. 
Ans.—No; except in a very limited degree. It is, of course, pos¬ 
sible to use the silent organ, just as every organist does, more or 
less, in reading a composition over mentally, at the same time 
feeling out the keys.- But if you mean to ask whether playing 
silently on an organ will take the place of practice on the Clavier 
for tfie purpose of learning to play the piano, we answer, by no 
meant, and for several reasons. 
First, The use to any considerable extent of a dumb key-board, 
even by- artists, is questionable. It mutt be understood that the Clavier 
is not a dumb keyboard. If the auditory sense does not assist in the 
control of the finger movements, a multitude of sins, unawares, is 
, almost sure to steal in. Th’e Clavier should be used almost invari¬ 
ably with either the down- or the up-clicks, and at times with both, 
as they are invaluable in the study of rhythm, time and clearness, and 
above all, tor securing true legato and staccato effects. No silent organ 
nor dummy can give these things, and they are what every one who 
would play the piano is striving for. 
&wand. The touch of the organ is not a piano touch. The touch of 
the Clavier (particularly those of latest construction) at 2, 3 and 4 
ounces is a piano touch, possessing with mathematical certainty the 
proper combination of weight, spring and friction that is found in 
pianos of the best makes. The average weight of piano touch of 
best makes is from three to four ounces. Granting the fact that in 
'the Clavier, from five to twenty otmces weight of touch, the spring 
force gradually overbalances “more and more the weight force, still, 
the construction of the instrument is such that to produce the result 
demanded, namely, to bring the down-clicks with unerring precision 
and evenness, the fingers are forced to act at all weights of touch, 
from two to twenty ounces, precisely as at the piano. This gives the 
player absolute finger control, which is the object of all technical 
practice. Great good in the acquisition of strength, endurance, deli¬ 
cacy, dearness, velocity and accuracy, come from the proper use of 
the Clavier. - _ 
Qubs.-—Can you tell me some way to make the second joint of the 
thumb, stay out where it belongs and not curve in as though it were 
double jointed? Ward-Jackson’s Gymnastics, with corks, do not 
: fully overcome the defect. ' Perflexity. 
' .v■ IV;V-;:;• •//■'to-."■ /;^■v* 
Ans.—The nail joint of the thumb should curve In so that it is 
parallel with the keys and not, as is too common, be so straightened 
out that It Is in line with the keyboard. This curving in of the end 
joint will cause the second joint to expand outwards, and at the same 
time give a better position for octave playing. There is a great gain 
in (dearness of octave playing if the end joint is curved in, provided 
the t jtA 1 as an ... . gh * lit position C l. 
Qubs.—1. Will you pirns# tell me whose is the beat vocal method ? 
I as lied Garcia's, but have b Bassini New Method recomme led 
as better. There may not' be rndcb difference. These things are 
often governed by the teacher’s peculiar ideas; what suits one 
ioes i st anothe [ have ne * Baa * it’s « h ? 
not know < to tyle i si raid like to know » b » is ns li n 1 he 
best" - tern •< f xper s@, and ua« r them eithe of t! •> o ** 
others.r I wish'to usethe best, begtin every respect.* 
2 Will you please ( ve, through The Er db or by letter < list of 
< i <-i pi* et for adias vhc re t king 1 sac ns ft ..*■ > pleas w 
no o th s 1 f 1 - mi experts I want somet tag hat s not 
- o easy but easy enong to be readily le raed. What course would 
you tdv se me to take w 1th ladiet of this cl > is? If- w m i fa techni 
wo t n 1* on jiv ’* i * c o j >n • < i nst c n b >v 
xercis - Are thei .a, suitabh ex ts ft rtl -» < u r >; oi 
it! | be • <■' mpl t ct.i1. m u* pieces mil able tc tl eir 
abllity and g t • hem few echnlcal exe >*. . r mIIji f H( n 
nuch tim w« ild you av( them le vote to the technical vork more 
than one hour c Say ? M. A. P. 
Ans.—1. la regard to vocal methods, I do acit care to give an 
opinion. Basstni’s method I suppose is out of date, not because the 
method »( using the e haf chang lf*b it be ai -< no hot * cai 
give anything lore than a • ry imj rfe t of <ur- « 
using the voice for expressive singing. All the good teachers use 
their own exercises, mostly very simple, and add solfeggios by Mar-' 
chesi or other good teachers, and songs when the pupil is ready for- 
them. Bassiui’s'method is twenty years old; Garcia's is older, but; 
then Gar is wa* a'.great vocal-scientist 
2. Ladies studying for the purpose you mention have to practice 
noi .i less - ord i. th the lemands upon tl < ne t e 
method of applying the time has to he varied accordingly. Gcner-. 
ally about half or two-thirds of the time may well enough be spent 
upon pieces which will be interesting when they get them learned. 
I think that most teachers teach entirely too little at a time. The- 
pupil has noi enough variety to practice, A variety of demands 
upon the hands keeps the touch more flexible, and freshens up the 
musical sense, by giving the pupil new things to think of. I would 
use Mason’s technics for this class of pupils, because these exercises 
accomplish more in a given time, and are generally more interesting 
to practice. Then there should be Borne little piece of a lyric kind 
like those in the last part of the first book of Phrasing studies, and 
the second book; and along with these, also, a good finger-piece to 
improve the execution. Any good-parlor piece will answer this 
purpose. Such numbers as Wollenhaupt’s ’* Whispering Winds,” 
Moszkowski’s Waltz in Ab, MacDowell’s "Witches’ Dance,” any 
good Tarantella, etc., are the sort of pieces I mean. There are 
several good pieces by Godard, such as. the Gavotte in B major, the 
second Mazurka, etc., which are not at all difficult. I have lately 
been using several things by Arthur Foote with good effect. - Any¬ 
thing which takes their fancy. Only have it played well after its 
kind. 
Finger exercises, purely, about.forty minutes or thirty minutes 
aday. 
Qubs.—1. How is a small pocket metronome used in timing music ? 
2. Do you know of a good work on the training of boy’s voices? 
What do you think of Brown-Behnke’s, “ The Child Voice ” ? 
3. Can you tell me how to. overcome nervousness ? Pupils can 
play without a mistake when alone, but are not able-to do so before 
company. - . 
4. Can you give a good plan for daily practice for one who has 
studied about four years, and can read well, calculating on an hour 
and a half’s practice a day ? t. h. m.’ 
Ans.—1. Draw out to the required figure, and let it swing, holding 
it by the small ring in end of tape. That is for the mechanical part 
of the operation, but the intellectual and rhythmical demands that 
the performer shall, count a few measures in time with the swing ol 
the metronome, and apply this rate of tempo to the piece he wishes 
to perform. 
2. I know of none better than the one you have named. The 
voice of a boy needs much the same training as that of the adult 
female. But the boy has a liking to noise, and his superabundant 
life makes it necessary to put his practice under strong restriction, 
that he may-not -injure his voice.. 
3. Yes, but it is another thing to do it. However, The Etude 
will soon publish an article that treats this important subject in full. 
Meantime, teach the pupil to fully occupy his mind with his piece 
while practicing it, by counting, noticing the Questions and Answers, 
Phrasing, and bringing out a climax to each. Fill his mind with the 
piece and leave no time for him to think of his audience. 
4. Give one half of an hour to Mason’s Two-finger Exercises, the 
D flat and E natural mtgor scales, sometimes one and then the other 
and every few days work some of the other major scales, and also 
to the various accents on the chord of the Diminished Seventh—b, 
E flat, F sharp, A^and C. I should be learning s new piece and 
keep.up a review on the best Of the older pieces. A few minutes a 
day should be given to reading .from Mozart’s or Beethoven’s Sonatas, 
or from Chopin’s Mazurkas, or the compositions of Schubert and 
Mendelssohn. _ —— C. W.L. 
Ques.—1. How has mathematical temperament in piano tuning 
been attempted., and if So, why does it fall ? ... 
2. What is the pronunciation of the following names? Joachim, 
Vieuxtemps, Berlioz, Guido, and De Beriot. 
3. Besides the‘‘Well Tempered Clavichord ” how, or under what' 
title are the works of Bach published? o.-d. k. 
Ans.—1. It is impossible to draw wire so perfect that it will not 
stretch more Drone” place than another, and to c(raw it of exactly 
the same temper; hence the impossibility of making a practical use 
of a mathematical temperament 
2. Y<5-ak-8m. Vee-oo-tong (French nasal sound to-the “g”). 
Bair-lee-o. Gweedb. De Ber-ree-o. 
3. In the Peters Catalogue, Bach’s works for the pianoforte 
,number thirty-one volumes, and for the organ, thirteen books. They 
are named 8hoit Preludes, Inventions, Overtures; Fantasias, Varia¬ 
tions, Sonatas, Concertos, Minuets, Fugues, Arias, and others. 
Qubs.—Which do you consider the best method of fingering the 
Common Chord and its inversions in Arpeggio movements? Instruc¬ 
tion books differ on this point, and I woulcflike your opinion. 
u . o. 
Ans,—The Allowing rale applies to -ill the Gommop Arpeggios; it to 
short and right to the it, a. d taught to every advanced 
pupil. Place and set fl ir keys. Now see If 
'the middle key, that you must play, Is aa near sr nearer the fifth 
finger than to the second. If so, it is to be played with the fourth, but 
il nearei the second; » < <«; be plaj ed ,rru the third finger 
0. W. L. 
Qubs - What is the meaning u 1 pronunciation of ‘Kamenn - 
Ostrow,'' by Bubinstein ? 
2. I have a~pupll that plays well, having taken lessonB five years, 
i, 1 jt-Cf lothing w > t th< Theory >f Music Can •? >• suggest 
anything better than “Lobes’ Catechism of Music”? . ' 
SUB8< (BBB. 
Ans.—1. This is a set of 24 pieces published as Op. 10. They are a 
set of portraits of people that he mw at a Bnaslan watering place 
where he spent a summer. He gives a musical description of the 
impression the faces made,on him—sombre, ’gay, matter-of-fact, 
coquettish, etc. Give thg Italian sound to all of the letters, except 
the “ w.’Hvhich is m 'mm the English “f ” as we can get it. 
2. Palmer’s Primer is far and away ahead of the work that you 
name See ^vertfetag.cpls ri.y C. W.L. 
Qubs.—I hava ever, seen any count of the life of Conconc h 
sompc as >f the Vocal Etudes used so n renwllj it a e 
Ans.—Giuseppe Concone was bom at Turin in 1810. He was a pro¬ 
fessor of singing and the pianoforte. He lived about ten years -in 
• -to where b s lesson n both bra ch s of mus -to r t 
French Bevolution of 1846, Concone returned to his native city, 
where he died in 1861. Besides the Vocal Etudes, he composed a 
valuable series of Etudes for the pianoforte, which are melodious 
md wel! composed. to 0. W. L. 
Qubs.—Twenty yean ago, Ascher’s Fanfare Militalre; Spindler’s 
Trot du Cavalier: Raff’s Polka de La Beine, Gottschalk’s Banjo, and 
.8panish Music; Bendel’s Polkas, and Pauer’s La Cascade, were quite 
the thing for bright parlor music of the Amateur grade of difficulty. 
Are these now ail to be shelved? If so, what takes their place uf 
an equally bright character? An answer would help out an old- 
fashioned pianist who Would: like to play bright parlor music for 
friends as occasion requires. . 
Ans.—I should not discard the music of Baff, Gottschalk, or Ben- 
del; but if I were to teach a pupil a set of new pieces I would go 
outside of these. For bright music, try De Kontski’s “ La Sultaua 
Valse,” and his “The 8tar.” “Bubbling Spring,” by Bive King. 
“March Fantastic,” Op. 31, No. 3, by W. Bargiel. “Scherzo from 
Second Symphony,” by De Kontski. “Novelette,” Op. 99, No. 9, by 
Schumann. “ Norwegian Bridal Procession,” by E. Grieg. “ Ballet 
Music,” Op. 44, No. 4, by G. Hille. Chopin’s “ Valse in G flat,” Op. 
Postu. 70, No. 1. “ Chanson Hongroise,” Op. .27, by A. Dupont. 
“Satellite,” by J. Alden, Jr. Valse “Arabesque,” by Wilson G.. 
Smith. “ La Gazelle,” by Theo. Kullak; and “Florence Grand Valse 
Brilliant,” Op.' 12, by E. Liebling. The above are of about the same 
difficulty as those mentioned in your list, and are fully as bright and 
brilliant and in the modern style. C. W. L. 
Ques.—1. Is there a book that treats of the structure of the hand 
as related to pianoforte playing? 
2. Is it possible to do satisfactory work with pupils aged from nine 
to eleven years by giving but one or two lessons a week ? 
3. I have a new pupil, aged eleven; who has taken lessons most of 
the time for three years, but is barely able to play Kohleris Op. 167. 
What can I do for a nervous uncertainty in her playing? s. m. d. 
Ans.—X. Yes, and a fine one. Address, J. Brotherhood, inclosing 
30 cts. in stamps, No. 6 West 14th street. New York City. 
2. With two lessons a week, yes. If- with the two lessons a week, 
you could have some advanced pupil, who is studying to make a 
teacher, be with the pupil and play four hands with him, and super¬ 
intend his practice, seeing that no bad habits were formed, and 
giving help where and when needed it would be a most excellent 
plan. 
3. Evidently a case of poor teaching before you took the pupil. I 
think that you will find that this pupil does not read concisely, but 
sees only a part, half guesses at that, and wholly guesses the 
remainder. With' this there is a hurried and over-fast tempo, a 
scrambling rather than playing through the piece. Take pieces that 
have a melody in the left hand and that have content in their accom¬ 
paniment, whose inner parts are of musical significance. Bequlte 
slow and exact work on them, on no account passing a mistake. Get 
the pupil to feel that a mistake is something serious. Sonatinas and 
the easier pieces of the claasical writers are the best for this work. 
■' ' ‘-'to ' ' ' - C.W.L. * 
Qubs.—Will yon give me, through Thb Etude, a list of pieces that 
are good for pupils who have studied music about six months ' 
_ W. 8. 
AtfS.—I have been looking for this list for more than twenty yean. 
I have played over “cartloads”’ of music to find them. The best 
that I have seen are some that Mr. Fresser has been publishing the 
last year or two. Notice to^ PublishersWanted, a set of pieces in 
book fprm-and not too high in price; pieces that are tauslcal,and 
melodious, that have no.reiterated notes, no octaves, no chords in 
eitherhand, and that have pleasing names and that are nof too long; 
pieces that appeal to the fancy and imagination of a child, and are 
musically good enough to cultivate the taste in the right direction. 
The content ofL these pieces must be neither too obscure nor too 
plain. C. W. h.m?. 
Qubs.—1. In giving scales to a beginner is it best to explain at 
once the different forms,—viz. diatonic major, chromatic minor 
(harmonic, melodic and. mixed) ? I have heretofore given only the 
harmonic minor. 
2. I wish to know what Is meant by the end of the “school year,” 
which is the time referred to for return of the on tale music? 
A. M. W. 
Ans.—1. I think you are wise in not overloading yonng beginners 
with too many things. My own practice is to get the m^jor scales 
fai K' X 8* md l6 the “relative minors in 
form, . The rest can follow as the pupil Is able to receive’them,” - 
- '2. School yeargcloses usually in June;' - J. C. F. 
3uk,~ 1 How iithe Zrill! >6 played la diffi ( ot * time 
2. When should a pnpil take up *Thorough Boat ’? 
4. H( «r is it ] ssible to get,g «* marie wl ' Ting 1 , « itj fire 
miles from a good maaio store? 
4 N hem ah® ji , a pup:, begin the study ol tb • Soi ate f 
h * bare played roi fifteen ess < b * snnot p ty a rapid a a e, 
wh jit atb .» obiei ft me? And how can I g / *t 
5: What it the correct position f the band 1. o.a 
[For The Etude.] 
WHY SHOULD CHILDREN STUDY MUSIC ? 
BY 0. W. LANDON. 
, , Education brings all tlie faculties of body and mind 
Ans.—1. Very rapid and perfectly even as to length and strength , . , , 
of tones. The different kinds of time, as, 2-4,8-4, or 6-8, have hut nP .to ^elr fullef4 capabilities and usefulness, and gives 
very little to do with the number of notes to the count. It is a their direction into the keeping of a trained will and 
matter of taste, and Is often controlled by the circumstances in which intellect for the efficient accomplishment of either 
it is written. The subject is too great to be fully explained In this j mechanical, intellectual, or artistic work. Music is 
God’s best gift to man, the only art of heaven given to 2. Never, if you use the word In its old: and common meaning, 
where it stands for a system of playing church music by chords. 
But the pupil should .study Harmony as soon as he has a mind 
mature enough k> study-advanc 1 arithmetic, provided h< under- 
stands enough ab< 1 itsic to c mpr h -0 he 1 lusk ►< rms > . 
book le should ;*•■>*• Heller’s p. 4 - r Czemy’i Pel - 
ity,” o aven the easie pis Schumann’s Album forth* bung. 
3. Have a package sent on approval. See advertiser’s columns and 
Publisher’s Department. 
4. See Feb. number of Thb Etude, page 46. 
5. Practice on the Technicon to get the stiffness and extra nerv¬ 
ousness out of your hand, and when playing, make the hand remain 
loose and free of nerve tension, letting the fingers be flexible and 
not rigid. Hold the wrist loosely outward, curve the fourth finger, 
so the outside of the hand will be high, and make the thumbmove 
to its place well In advance of the fingers that are playing. Let the 
arms hang loosely and at rest, and tot be stuck out from the body. 
teacher (mother) with ah unpleasant voice, who should 
teach them all the moralYuozims in the world. Mental 
culture comes chiefly through the eye ; moral culture 
through the ear and voice. The culture of the voice and 
the ear, then, is of primary importance.” 
If a young man, on leaving home and going into a 
strange community, can sing or play well, he at' once 
gains an entrance into the higher grades of society, and 
may thus be saved from degrading influences. 
A song, heard in the street, so touched a good woman’s 
heart that she made a home for the boy-singer in her 
earth, the only .art of earth that we take to heaven. But house, and thus saved to the world Luther, whose life’s 
_■ -11_!A. ' •_• _ Ti • _ 7 
* usic, like ill our gifti is v,i en us ii the g rm. It > 
for us to unfold, develop and cultivate. But what bene¬ 
fit is there in its study? Is it as important as the 
branches that are taught in our public schools ? We 
teach children to read, write and cipher, that they may 
possess the arts necessary for their several stations in 
life. 
work was so great that, it has been said, ‘ ‘ no person 
lives in Christendom.whose life is not different because 
Luther lived and; worked four hundred years ago.” The 
musical accomplishments of a lad attracted and retained 
the powerful friendship of the von Breunings, who took 
him into their home, and whose refining and elevating 
influence saved to the world Beethoven, whose life and' 
But why should we teach children music? Whatever WOrks have done as much in the realms of music 
increases happiness tends to moral elevation; and herein 
we have a strong reason why music should be one of the 
studies pursued by all children. It is well known that 
music in a family is an almost unfailing sign of moral 
This subject will receive full treatment in a subsequent number of and refined tastes. The public schools teach the usual 
1 he Etude. . ... , . ... rudiments of an education for the improvement of the 6. See “Mason’s Technics,” where you will find the hand positions . r 
fully illustrated. C. w. L. mind, and parents should have their children taught 
. . ~ . „„„ . music for the culture of the heart. The emotion aroused Ques.—1, Whs,t noteswouidyou strike together In the 74th meas- . . ... . , 
ure of Luts’s 2d Rhapsodic Hongroise, Royal Edition, and about by inactive listening to music is faint compared with 
how much time should one consume in executing the entire piece, ... _ , , _ ,. ,. ,. . , . 
including the three page cadenza given in the edition referred to that caused by an active participation in producing the 
"When notes for both hands are put in the same staff, with Sva beautiful result. Immoral character and criminal con- 
mark above, should all be played an octave higher, or the upper duct necessitate the maintenance of courts and jails, the 
Trover b-'. appears above a note, does it sigalfy merely a most disagreeable ™d expensive part of civil govern- 
shake, that is, begin on the note above, and end with a turn? ment, and bring on parents those living troubles that are 
J.-When a double bar occurs to show that a particular strain is t, ,. , , , . , 
ended, is one licensed, in vocal music, to take breath over the regu- worse than death. Prevention here,.as elsewhere, 18 less 
lar time? l. b. p. costly than cure. It is well to remember what Luther 
Ans.—1. Are you sure you have counted the measure correctly? said about music : “The youth must always be accus- 
The chord in the 74th measure comes with the C J In the bass. If t0med to this art, for it makes good and virtuous citizens. 
tion makes the small notes come in the preceding measure, not in Maslc 18 a discipline, a mistress of order and good man- 
the 74ft. ners. She makes the people milder and gentler, more 
2. Strictly, both should play an octave higher. But sometimes moral, and more reasonable.” The education of the 
composers are careless in such matters. people is not complete when only the mind has been 
3. Not always. Sometimes the trill begins with the principal note, , , ,, . . , . * 
especially if it is led up to diatonically. Sometimes tr. indicates Gained. Man is a social, not a solitary being; and to 
nothing more than a mordent. fit him for healthy association with his kind it is needful 
4. That depends mainly on whether the expression ia improved to educate his sympathies and his tastes. The lack ol 
by a slight delay or not. Sometimes expression requires an lm- this soc;ai training is often as marked in the scholar as 
mediate attack of what follows. J. C. F. . ., ,. , - 
in the artisan, though, from the greater number off 
Ques.—1. Is the harmonic minor scale ever used in melody? If n-tfoanH the definienov in them i* more nnmmnnlv 
1 please cite soma compositions in which it may be found. artisans, tne aenciency m mem is more commonly 
2. Any information as to the origin of the two minor scales, and observed. For all, the practice of music will be found 
jw they became distinguished as harmonic and melodic, would be,, , , - 
iceptable. the most potent agent for the promotion of social pleas- 
Ans.—i. In Mendelssohn, “I waited for the Lord,” you will find a are al^ the cultivation of the humane spirit. Musi< 
usage in the harmonic (F) minor. wields a power for good over the heart. The song learnec 
2. The minor scale was originally without the upward leading note in childhood has a restraining and ennobling influence 
fr»m A“p 10 G ofG 8^arP?' ^ G 5 over one for life, making him better and happier. Music 
aa afterwards inserted to satisfy tne feeling for a leading tone on . . - XT . . , , 
ie seventh of the scale, the upper tone being regarded as the main 18 a universal art. Nature has given us the human voice, 
»int of repose. The “ melodic ” form of the minor Beale grew ont which is the standard of perfection for all makers of 
f the-deslre-to-avold. the awkward interval between the sixth and musical instruments. Good mnsic is for most people 
iventh of the “harmonic” scales. The whole confused and con- ^ highest form of art. Join to your music words 
laing treatment of the minor scale grew out of a misunderstanding , .x . , ^ # 
f the Greek musical notation by those who first tried to introduce pl6WUn6 and elevating in sentiment, and you are placing 
be Greek scales into our modern music. The true “relation,” or performer and listener under the best of influences. No 
sther, “reciprocal” of "the C major scale in E “ under-scale ”; i.e., one denies the necessity of a good moral tramingran<3 
be scale from E down Ut E, which gives the same order of steps and ^ WQrld j8 fast waking up to the fact that mQ8ic, wedded 
alf-steps going down that the C major scales does going up. This • a • _ _ ’ 
ras the favorite Greek scale, the Doric, and the Greeks always to-good and pure words, 18 a powerful means to this end. 
bought it downward. “A minor” is simply a perverted modification The words of songs should be good poetry, and should 
flt* . J. C; F. be on such subjects as Love of Country, Home-loving. 
Ques.—In Beethoven’s Sonhta: Op. 10. No. 1., are the 28th and the Golden Rule, etc. Songs containing moral precepts. 
Oth measure in the second movement to. be played in strict time, j ..1 « , , , 
can they be ?) or ad libitum ? j. c. p. and songs of the affections generally, will surely develop 
. . „ ... like sentiments in the-children who sing them. In nc Ans.—Thesa_measures certainly ought not to be scrambled ” ol ~ _ _ 6 
ilayed so as to make them sound hurried. Kather than spoil the better way can a code of morals be taugbt, or the sensi- 
lassage in that way, it would be much better toretard considerably, bilities and emotions be trained and developed into their 
Whether they can be played in Btrict -time depends on how much better and higher uBes, than through the instrumentality 
echnlc the player has. D’Albert could do it, but might not choose n * . ., , ,, , , , , . . 0 * * c. F - of song. A sweet, smooth and well-modulated voice 1m- 
----- parts to the possessor’s conversation in society, at home. 
, , , , . . or in a sick-room, a rare and most desirable charm. We 
The stimulation and development of that magic power, „ - . ., , .. ■, 
.he imagination, are intimately connected with tWad- a11 Gaf feel lt8 nothing and persuasive power, and we 
rancing maturity of the mind and the growing culture know its value in the business and social relations of life; 
sf the disposition. The enthusiasm for everything noble but it is' of a still greater worth to the teacher.; It has 
ind beautiful rests on this basis—that flame which bus- been said that “a teacher (mother) with a pleasant voice, 
tame the spiritual as well as the physical life, which , u- 1 v, ,.. . .1. _ , 
raises beyond hundreds of cliffs agafnst which cold cal- expressing high moral quality, will cultivate the moral 
halation ia daifhed to pieces, and filia with a warmth which character.of her children by the mere tones of her yoice, 
develops^mighty forces undreamed of.-—Niriq<A' Aubigny. without saying a word about morals; more than wonld^k' 
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those of Luther in the religious world. A person may 
be well educated, he may have sterling virtues, he may 
be honest and truthful, patriotic, brave, energetic, and 
industrious without knowing music; but if he is also well 
trained in this art he will be a better citizen and a more 
valuable member of society because of his refining and 
ilevating influences, and hiB refinements will have a supe- 
■ior quality and flavor not possessed otherwise. But there 
vre other than moral reasons why music should be a part 
if an education. Music has its own disciplinary advan¬ 
tages ; it promotes quickness and precision in mental 
ictivity, and the study of its principles (often profound, 
iften subtile, and always stimulating the judgment) has 
commanded the attention of many men eminent in 
icience. Moreover, ir is an acknowledged fact that the 
mind makes its best effort when delighted and enthu¬ 
siastic in its work. This is the fundamental idea of the 
cindergarten method. All musicians know that the 
lelight of performing a piece often spurs one to the 
ieenest and acutest perception and thinking. 
It is too often thought that the time of childhood and 
youth is of but little worth, when, in truth, no period of 
life is more valuable ; for in childhood are laid the foun¬ 
dations of whatever we attain in the mental and moral 
culture of the matured man or woman. Youth is the 
sowing and planting time of life, and from it we reap 
our life's harvest; and, “As we sow, so shall we reap.” 
“ Music is the vehicle for, and incentive to, religious 
feeling.” 
^As a summary, the study of music especially developes 
the mathematical faculties, memory, invention, celerity 
of thought, accuracy, concise observation, concentration 
of mind, broad mental grasp, the ability to compare and 
analyze, the firmness of will necessary to overcome diffi¬ 
culties, to surmount a crisis on the instant, and to rise to 
the demands of an occasion. To the above mental may 
be added tbe following emotional qualities: patience, 
self-control and restraint, well-regulated emotic s, refined 
feelings, cultured taste, a poetical imag ation, acute 
sensibilities, and sensitive moral perceptions. - 
While the above truths are undeniable, yet they apply 
to the education of boys with double force. Boys espe¬ 
cially need the refining and social influences that coine~ 
done from the study of music. From many years of 
lareful observation and experience, I unhesitatingly say, 
hat it is the boys rather than the girls, if bat one can 
have it, that should be educated in music. The practice 
of music necessitates that they be at home during the 
evenings, to learn the lesson, where all the influence's 
are pure, while if on the Street, they are in “Tb^ Devil’s 
School.” But if musical, they will; when they 
to spend an evening, be found with musical companions 
and among refining influences. To say nothing of ruined 
lives and broken-hearted parents, more than ■ once, have 
[ seen fathers pay far more money to keep the ^wayward 
ion from the grasp of the Law than a good musical edu- 
: cation would have cost, an outlay that would haye saved 
: the boy to a life of usefulness and to he the joy of his 
father’s old age: Music is something more than' an 
amusement, or an accomplishment, or a part of. a well- 
•> faded education; i s, ra&nj ir.c' % SavingHrace* 
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. [Under this Department trill appear articles that han been in 
p Ai ’Si.4 are worthy of a >et tl n %1' will r«e p * > rew ivc 
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and the case could occur that the pupil would be unable 
to play his or her piece of music without having previ- 
uslyplayed thescalet and chorda, which certainly are 
best played in that key in which the piece and exercise 
are written. - 1 ' 
PURITY AND. IMPURITY. 
the beginning of the study of music. All commence¬ 
ment' is difficult, and1 this is true not only of the study of 
music, but all intellectual effort! 
When we turn our view for the first time upon any 
given object, a hundred other things still retain posses¬ 
sion of our thoughts! Qur imagination and our memory, 
ir» which we must res >?. for material with whi -1 t© illus- 
BY LOUIS KOHLER. 
A i tht deft itive linl sofaeha n, even if singly •epaired, ,r, w\ „.j, w 8 t) f reg „ for aterial ith hi 1 to illus- 
tJ 'if%a,r the chain eo nplet sly, sc an^ single bai of - -ate - nd nliv< n oar ni ■? stud f at ord ns the t id ui 
i piece, though slowly an carefully practiced (and thu wilfi ty—indeed, onl b ompulsioi But if w< u 
-j-*• —i— ii--1 -"lay the whole piece — . - 
To practice well, is always-conscientiously to play cor- 
rectiy/'and;iis;:a gdpdJmhnneKs;?;^ ^\.-k, 
The bane of playing is impurity, and' the word is very 
significant. It designates, musically speaking, audible 
uncleanliness. Who would purposely muddy a spring, or 
soil a picture ? Why, then, trouble the intellectual spring 
of harn . y A transpar • cry >' \ pt - »o less, and 
as we take pains to secure pureair, so let it be in respect 
to harmony, the purity of which depends upon correct 
playing. - „ 
mastered) does not make the pnpil 
t ror s f i alei i tl l--' rs r - on un 
a.' l _ __if_ 
....... . - . vigorous enough to pursue our course in spite of obstacles, 
- « t % to | verj sti p i s advi nee will bet ind easier e mind 
rbar o t hich lo i f jo « othly pra< ice them >f 
fully, and, after having done so, bestow the greatest 
pains to join them to th a adjacent bars. 
Pupils often come to their lesson badly prepared, and 
Bear 
honor 
yet seemingly expecting to receive a good and thorough 
V r . , /L • j_1.” mf ___iLlx 
vyuvcuuiawu u|/uu uujputia .bsa'o aiutucu lUCH UUff WlbU 
greater? freedom and abundance, and afford an easier 
selection of what is suitable for illustration. ■ • 
The difference .between a bright pupil and a slow, 
heavy one resplves into mere matter of attention. The 
inattentive do not, necessarily, lack mind. It is more 
the inability to force the powers of the mind on the sub- 
i in mind, always, the divine origin of harmony, and lesMnfrom their teacher. Thej .hoeld remember that ^TaKit Thia power tf^S.7»£dbJ. ~ 
5Lfa*2^tf±JKT’»!*SS ™!<»bletoeYenr8tade.,t.of meric, iegreatir. matter of 
causing it to appear, in its sounding reality, cleanly has jb®®“ habit and training. And so the difference'between an 
robed. f iwSj ordinary mind and the mind-of Newton consists princi- 
*At two stages in the study of a piece, it is especially to the teacher. ^When pupils take lessons they should pally in this: that the one is more continuous attention 
important to heed to the maintenance of purity, viz., at show^their appreciation of their teacher s worth by than the other—that a Newton is able, without fatigue, 
the beginning of practice, say during the first ten or industry, application and conscientious study.—Goldbeck. to connect inferences in one long series toward a deter- 
t^eI)ty times that one plays it, and then when the period gome-terrible man of figures is entity of the following minate end; while the man of inferior capacity is soon 
of “ freedom” first begins, and the player gives course in England:- tollowipg obliged to £reak or let fall the thread which he has be- 
to feeling and fiery, inspiration. Then^above all times, Becent inquiries into the education of girls have gun to spin. This is, in fact, what Sir Isaac, with equal 
mnot. tLo iMMthr anfiva nnnBranTinn nnrfnrm in RhllnpflR. jsecens inquiries lnio lee .euucauou oi gins nave -■ _t_ i!-_...,5 m. 
■JSMKSftJSS: coorse S-e Wbl.Man of guilty of tbo f< 
to feeling and .fiery, inspiration. Then, above all times, st^istical revelations, in Engla d . . 
ust he secre ly ct e co science pe o sti ess, R t i t th  ti n ° S,r 
but with severity, the duties of a critical office. established the following facts with regard to music: 
Be as careful to play cleanly as if every mistake left a The acquirement of music on the part of a woe 
black mark upon the face. If this really was the case, 8e«“8 to be tbe one absorbing responsibility of he 
But%re we.ti be cleanly incorporeal respects only, 8Pe?ds 6880?n music during her so; 
and not in intellectual? the seminary, and allowing twoihours a day, an 
Let pupils who play over their tasks with indifference, 81X week8 for the school year, the parent has to 
or huriy through them in a trifling manner, reflect upon years’ mstniction m music, and to expend 
lessims a°dlet ^ resnlts be pereepfible in their music ft 
lessoDB. ' cenn t: *_? x_..ti_- _ 
obliged to break or let fall the thread which he has be¬ 
modesty and shrewdness, himself admitted. To one 
The acquirement of music on the part of a young lady who complimented him on his genius, he replied that it 
seems to be the one absorbing responsibility of her school he .had made any discoveries it was owing. more to 
existence. Its study occupies one entire fourth part of patient attention than to any other .talent. Like New- 
.•» i i* i tt _ _ _ _ __ _. _ . 1. . . 1 4-rvn Floc/toidoo o 1 ar\ . a warrotorl nntliinrr Intol 1 aof • 
By means of so-called “ accidental ’’ impurities in play¬ 
ing, the chaste sense of hearing first becomes sullied, then 1 
confused, and finally fwhen such accidents perceptibly 
increase in frequency) accustomed to impurity so as 
perhaps to hold it to be pure. Further on, the sense 1 
becomes steadily more corrupt, and finally, obdurate 
toward truthfulness in the sphere of harmony. 
A mistake proceeding from a want of skill, is only a 
disagreeable accident; but, where mistakes become 
essential and customary,- there art is caricatured. 
The conscious, yet uncorrected mistake is always 
wrong; for a mistake remains a mistake, whether others 
perceive it or not. A wrong grasp always destroys the 
animate existence of a spiritual harmonic tone—and 
even when the act is perceived by no one, having taken 
place, it may be, in the quiet solitude of the player, truth 
still lives in the music, and law in the harmony; the 
printed page is the bill of indictment and the proof lies 
m the condemning conscience of the player. Let him 
atone for the wrong on the very spot, at the instant when 
it occurs, and he will then live in harmony with himself- 
In respect to playing with purity, the chief thing is to 
hear whether, one has played wrong at all, and, if so, 
where and what the mistake has been. The whether and 
where may not be difficult to determine.; but the what is 
often difficult to ascertain ; because that which is false and 
incorrect is in most instances contrary to reason, and 
as sneh more or less easily escapes not merely the nnder- 
Itanding, bnt sensuous perception as well, according as 
the false notes may be few or many in number. It is 
advisable, therefore, instead of looking for wrong notes, 
to fix the attention exclusively upon the right ones, and 
to familiarize oneself with the effect which they produce; 
with a sense of the correct, the conception of the con¬ 
trary or the incorrect will logically develop of itself; i 
hence the hearing should never be suffered to slumber 
while one is playing. Take care that the right is pro¬ 
tected in its rights. Cultivate a love of the right, if only; 
for the sake of self satisfaction. i 
the educational year. Upon an average, every school 
girl spends 6380 ours on music during her sojonrn at 
t  i r , ll i t  r   , d forty- 
six eeks for the school year, the parent has to pay for 
ten years’ instruction in usic, and to expend on this 
branch of tuition alone a sum not mnch short of two 
hundred pounds (f1000). While the young lady receives 
6620 hoqrs’ teaching in music, she devotes 640 to 
arithmetic, and abont the same time to the other branches 
of education. In fact music, as to the time engaged 
npon it, is as thirteen to one with regard to history, 
geography, astronomy, and arithmetic.' 
r corrupt, and finally obdnrate Nothing can be a more silly waste of time than for 
ie sphere of har ony. . amateurs to attempt those showy difficulties which are 
= fro  a- ant of skill, is only a theiest stock-in-trade of too many professional pianists. 
but, here istakes beco e Tbey can rarely be successful, and if they do succeed, 
, there art is caricatured. the game is not worth the candle, for the end is attained 
uncorrected istake is al ays oniy at the expense of valuable time which might have 
e ains a istake, hether others been mnch better employed. If half the time spent by 
rong, grasp al ays destroys the y0ung ladies at school in excursions up and down the 
1 sPmjU?‘ har onic tone -and keyboard were occupied in learning something about 
rceived by no one, having taken mu8;c ag an art some of us might have less reason to 
dread the 8ight of «. the piano in the houaa.” 
3,-a.n 113 be, harmony; the What we want in onr homes and social gatherings is 
of indict ent and the proof lies not to iave the piano kept going like a mill, against an 
iscience of the player. Let hi opposing torrent of conversation, but to have music that 
the very spot, at the instant hen jg wortb listening to well played, if people wish for it 
mn live m har ony ith hi self- and will listen to It, and not otherwise; 
ith purity, the chief thing is to jn a word, let ns have music that springs from the 
played rong atall, and, if so, heart and not from the fingers. Let not expression be 
stake as ee .  et er 8acrificed for mere show. 
ton, Descartes also arrogated nothing to his intellect; 
what he. had accomplished more than other men, he at¬ 
tributed to the superiority of his method. Nay, genius 
itself has been analyzed by the shrewdest observers into 
a higher capacity of attention. “ Genius,” says Hel- 
vetius, “is nothing but a continued attention.” “Ge¬ 
nius,” says Bnffon, “is only a protracted patience.” 
“In the exact sciences, at least,” says Cuvier, “it is 
the patience of sonnd intellect, when invincible, which 
truly constitutes genius.” And Chesterfield has also 
observed that “the power of applying an attention, 
steady and undissipated, to a single object, is the snre 
mark of superior genius.” 
In a Judicious practice of playing at Bight, one can 
best acquire a faculty of reading well, soonest become 
l *11 1*1* i . t v t r 
A THOUGHT OR TWO. 
A child pupil generally likes the music that his teacher 
likes. Thus it is most important that the teacher like 
the best. It is not always certain, however, that the 
teacher likes best what he praises most. A teacher may 
sing aloud the praises of Bach and Handel, and yet not 
personally sympathize with them. He knows.that he 
should like them, and so endeavors to instil into his 
pnpil’s head a liking for them as well. Bat unless a 
teacher, apart from considerations of musical caste and 
theory, really sympathizes with and loves these masters 
he cannot hope by example to inspire love for them. 
For these masters, to be thoroughly understood, should 
be loved. Many would make the reply that to be loved 
they shonld first be understood, and to be un lerstood 
they need long and careful study. It is true, however, 
that an old master does sometimes appeal first to a pupil’s 
heart and afterward to his intellect. I know of at least 
one snch instance. A child who had never heard Bach,; 
nor much old music of any kind, for the first time listened 
skilled m playing, and most surely become possessed of to that glorious old masterpiece for violin, the “Cha- 
a musical character. The main thing is, to strive quickly She was overwhelmed by the grandeur, sweet-. 
to get a clear conception of the piece. But, as quickness Q0gs and pathos of the piece ; it seemed to her like a 
FOR PUPILS. 
Pythagoras says, in order to know anything thoroughly 
you must learn and forget it eight times. 
! of apprehension is seldom a natural talent, it being in 
I most persons only the product of a facility acquired by 
; i long practice, the following observations may not be 
■ superfluous: In order to obtain a quickness of appre- 
; henaion, one mast not at first endeavor to apprehend the 
r whole at once, bnt go through the thing gradually : 1. 
- As quickly as possible apprehend and analyze the time. 
7", 2. As far as possible guess out the harmony, which can 
! be done by directing the attention more to the left than 
! to the right hand. 8. Avoid all precipitation, when 
the passages are somewhat intricate, and play them, so 
: to speak, according to convenience. 4. Never be afraid 
of doing anything in too imperfect a manner, while yon 
’ endeavor to play on in due succession, but rather fear 
all grasp on his studies, if he ever had any, 
— c-—r---, “““ ““j- so disastrous to a pupil’s progress and disconraging to a sign* tnat tries to nx itseii on uue poim—wuiuu ueuuiuc 
It is also sometimes.good to vary the order of practice,; teacher as a vague, listless stare that is often found on clouded, if not blind.; We have seen examples of this, 
and begin with the practice of the piece first, and the pupils when the teacher is endeavoring to instill in their1 when composers have wholly misinterpreted their own 
pth@rpartg afterward, lest it should get too mechanic!, minds some yaiqable truth. This inattention is usual at~ works by such a forced manner, of procedure,— 
wonderful poem. She learned then an : there tc love 
old Father Bach, and has ever since been fait her 
“ first love ! ” If a teacher hopes to instil into the mind 
of a mnsic-loving child enthusiasm, admiration and lov- 
for certain great composers, I believe be will not meet 
with real success unless those feelings are first fully 
realized in his own soul.—M. Osgood, in Musical Record. 
Intelligence, not feeling, is the chief requirement in 
expression.—-Christiani. - - ___ 
It may be accepted as a rule, not without exception, 
however, that a strong and really creative genius will be 
an unjust critic. Ana this is natural. To be what he is 
he must concentrate his powers, look straight before 
him.—Niecks. 
Experience has proven that the composer is not usually 
—7--:-~ j not to do it, which happens when one hesitates or stops 
It is better to_ practice often than to tire yourself by during the performance. If one only avoids being i ._ iecks. 
long sitting. A long practice is aa_much to be avoided -frightened from his purpose by apparently serious difH- . . ■ ,, 
as a long lesson. Thoroughness is gained by repeated' culties. in theJirst commencement, he will always over- xperience has proven that the co poser is n t usually 
and persistent application ; not by long and exhausting1 come some of them with every repeated performance, the finest and most interesting performer of his ow 
efforts. and indeed there is often in that case no further exercise works» especially of his newest, las, created, which he 
mi. 1 -~  -;—— . . np.opHsarv np at mnst varv lirtlo cannot yet be expected to master from an objective point 
The value of system in study cannot be too highly r^’ ? * ^ of view. It is more difficult for a man to discover his 
rated. The worker who is unsteady and unsystematic; The Power of Attention.—In proportion toapupil’s own ideal within his own heart, than in that of another, 
revolves round a very limited circle, without progressing power of attention will be the success with which his And should the composer, who needs rest at the conclu- 
lorward. 1 he pupil who is continually missing lessons, labors are rewarded. Inattention has blighted more; sion of a work, strive at once to concentrate hie powers 
and procrastinating his hours of practice, will soon lose musical educations than the want of talent. Nothing is — --■l-:- 
- 
I 
on its performance, his judgment—like over fatigued 
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A PRACTICAL LESSOR IN TIME TO 
BE&OTERS, 
BT E. S. BONELLI. 
[t ii always advisable ir giving first lessons ir time t< 
illustrate by objects. Many teachers use fruit. In place 
of fruit I have substituted a set of highly colored paste¬ 
board cards, consisting of a circle and its fractional 
parts—halves, quarters, eighths and sixteenths. 
These cards are more convenient than the fruit, being 
always ready, cleaner to handle, and easier to keep in 
place. Furthermore, they accomplish the Object better. 
The bright colors attract the eye and hold the attention 
of the child. ^They also distinguish the parts, showing 
their relation to each other and to the whole circle, and 
thus, unconsciously, a mental picture is formed of the 
various circles, the corresponding notes upon them, and 
their relative value. If you put the two halves of an 
apple together, the whole strikes the eye, but the halves, 
being of the same color, are not sufficiently prominent. 
If you put two half circles together, one bright red, the 
other bright yellow, the vivid contrast seems to make 
an indelible impreBBion on the mind, and for some time 
after the child associates the half notes with the bright 
half circles upon which he saw them, and remembering 
that these two half circles made one whole circle, recalls 
the associated idea that two half notes equal a whole 
note. I have experimented with various things, but 
have found these cards to work better than anything I 
have heretofore used. As children learn by doing, they, 
and not the teacher, must form the circles from the 
halves, quarters, eighths and sixteenths. After which 
they must take the half circle, and form the other half 
circles from the quarters, eighths and sixteenths, and 
do the same with the quarter circle and the eighth. 
The thirty-second and sixty-fourth divisions I omit 
because they are so small, and then again they are 
unnecessary, for by the time the children reach those 
notes the principle is so thoroughly understood, they can 
take them without objects. Children should go through 
some part of this drill at every lesson, until they are 
able to write rapidly the correct counting under each 
note, and divide into measures a staff which the teacher 
fills with the different kind of notes. They should also 
be able to write original measures, no two notes being 
of the same kind. This is a good test of their knowledge 
of time, and examples should always be given at each 
lesson, increasing in difficulty as^the child progresses. 
Upon the introduction of the dot the child again refers 
to the circles, each dot being treated as a silent note of 
half the value of the note it follows. 
The recapitulation at the end of the treatment of each 
note given in the illustrative lesson below, may seem 
unnecessary to some, but it is only through constant 
repetition, objectively illustrated, that these facts can be 
intelligently fixed on the minds of children. 
Regarding the use of and in counting, I find that it 
acts as a check upon children, forcing them to give each 
note its full value. A young pupil when counting one, 
two, three, four, is very apt to play a whole note at the 
conclusion of an exercise in the time of four eighths; or 
a quarter note, especially when preceded by two eighth 
notes, as though it were an eighth note, etc., etc. If a 
pupil has Wen taught to coant 1 and for every quarter 
note, ananas learned from the circles, or otherwise,- that 
two-eighth notes make a quarter note, he will naturally say 
one for the first ighth note, and and i the second thus fiving each note its full value and playing in strict time, 
t seems to mie to require more judgment and care than 
the average child is capable of giving to play in time 
when counting 1, 2, 3, 4. Children seem to need some¬ 
thing to hold on to, as it were^ The advantage to be 
gained is particularly noticeable in playing with other 
instruments. The piano part will often have several 
successive measures of whole notes or rests. By using 
and the pupil is obliged to give each measure its full 
time, and bo come in at the right moment with the other 
instruments. 
1. Teacher. What have you? 
Pupil. I have a circle. 
2. Teacher. What kind of a note do you see on the 
circle? 
Pupil. A whole note. 
8. Teacher.. What do you count to a whole note ? 
Pupil. One and, two and, three and, four and. 
4._.Teacher. Make a circle of the two half circles. 
Compare these circles.. What do you find ? 
Pupil. One is a whole circle. The other is a circle 
made of two half circles. 
5. Teacher. What kind of a note do you see on each 
of these half circles ? 
Pupil. A half note. 
6. Teacher. How many half circles did it take to make 
a whole circle ? 
Pupil. Two. 
7. Teacher. Then how many half notes do you think 
it would take to equal a whole note ? 
Pupil, Two, 
8. Teacher. What do you count to the first half note ? 
Pupil. One and, two and. 
9. Teacher. What do you count to the second half note ? 
Pupil. Three and, four and. 
10. Teacher. Now tell me again how many half notes 
equal a whole note ? 
Pupil. Two half noteB equal a whole note. 
11. Teacher. How would you count the whole note ? 
Pupil. One and, two and, three and, four and. 
12. Teacher. How would you count the half notes ? 
Pupil. One and, two and, to the first half note 
three and, four and, to the second half note. 
13. Teacher. Make a circle of the four quarter circles. 
Compare with the whole circle. What do you find ? 
Pupil. One is a whole circle. The other is a circle 
made of four quarter circles. 
14. Teacher. What kind of a note do you see on each 
of these quarter circles ? 
Pupil. A quarter note. 
16. Teacher. How many quarter circles did it take to 
make a whole circle ? 
Pupil. Four. 
16. Teacher. Then how many quarter notes do you 
think it would take to equal a whole note ? 
Pupil. Four. 
17. Teacher. What do you count to the first quarter note ? 
Pupil. One and. 
18. Teacher. What do you count to the second quarter 
note? 
Pupil. Two and. 
19., Teacher. What do you count to the third quarter 
note? 
Pupil. Three and. 
20. Teacher. What do you count to the fourth quarter 
note? 
Pupil. Four and. 
21. Teacher. Now tell me again how many quarter notes 
equal a whole note? 
Pupil. Four quarter notes equal a whole note. 
22. Teacher. How would you count the whole note? 
Pupil. One and, two and, three and, four and. 
23. Teacher. How would you count the quarter notes ? 
Pupil. One and to the first quarter note, two and 
to the second quarter note, three and to the third 
quarter note, four and to the fourth quarter note. 
Form circles of the eighths and sixteenths, and treat 
in the samfi_jnanner, being careful to have the pupil 
count one on the first eighth, and on the second eighth ; 
and in the sixteenths, one on the first sixteenth, and on 
the third, and so on. If yon have pupils move out the 
sixteenths in pairs from the center oi tne circle, they wi! 
readily see that and will come on the third sixteenth 
two wilLcome on the fifth, and on the seventh, and so on 
Now take the half circles and treat in the same manner. 
24. Teacher. What have you ? 
Pupil. Half a circle. 
26. Teacher. What kind of a note do you see on the 
half circle ? 
Pupil. A half note. 
26. Teacher. What do you count to a half note? 
Pupil. One and, two and. 
27. Teacher. Make a half circle of the two quarter 
circles. Compare these half circles. What do 
you find? ■ ■. 
Pupil. One is % half circle. The otheris a.half 
circle made of two quarter gircleB, 
28. Teacher. What kind of a note do you see on each of 
_ the-quarter,circles? ' ■ : 1 
Pupil. A quarter note. 
Teacher. How many quarter circles did it take to 
make a half circle ? \ , 
Pupil. Tyro. 
Teacher. Then how many quarter noteB do you 
think it will take to equal a half note ? 
Pupil. Two. 
Teacher. What dd, you count to the half note? 
Pupil. One and, two and. 
Teacher. What do yoff count to the first quarter 
note? - ' v - 
PupiL One and. 
Teacher. What do you count to the second quarter 
. note? : ’ 
Pupil. * Two and. 
Teacher. Now tell me again how many quarter 
notes equal a half note. 
Pupil. Two quarter notes equal a half note. 
Form half circles From the eighths and sixteenths, and ■ 
proceed in the same way. Then taking the quarter 
circle pursue the same plan. Do likewise with the 
eighths. It is ahsolutelvessential that the children do 
this work themselves. They must handle the parts of 
the circle, putting them together and moving them out 
from the center of the circle, tEatThey may more readily 
see the fractional part and value of the same. 1 
It is needless to sav that I do not prescribe all of this 
for one lesson. It should he taken homceopathic&lly— 








Editor of The Etude:— 
I have read the communication in the Etude for De¬ 
cember, upon “ Glass Organization,” and desire to give 
it my hearty endorsement. By such means students 
take a deeper interest in their work than is possible to 
arouse in them by other methods. I too have something 
to communicate in this line that may be of interest. My 
students are not permanently organized, but I have given, 
recently, a “Mendelssohn Evening,” under the auspices 
of one of our literary societies, and, by its success, am 
encouraged to hope for many more occasions of similar 
nature in the future. Let me briefly describe it 
When consulted by the ladies of above society con¬ 
cerning the feasibility of giving a musieale, I suggested 
my pet scheme, a worthy and scholarly celebration of 
the life of one of the masters. The ladies were delighted 
with the idea and at once requested me to proceed as I 
deemed proper. We chose “ Mendelssolm ” as our 
theme, and then I sketched his life and compositions in 
systematical groups, assigning to some members subjects 
for essays, to others compositions to be learned and per¬ 
formed. I aimed to briefly cover all the phases or his 
writings that would admit of illustration, with the limited 
means at hand, one piano and female yoices. Thus we 
had first a short biographical sketch; then essays upon 
Mendelssohn’s solo, oratorio, cantata, symphony and. 
overture compositions; and each section was illustrated 
by instrumental or vocal selections. 
The auspicious everiing arrived. The charming, cozy 
society hall was tastefully decorated, and ii front, in view 
of the assembly, was the word “ Willkommen,” fash¬ 
ioned from evergreens. We had purchased one of Mi 
Presser’s beautiful portraits ofour beloved Mendelssohn, 
which, with.its wreath of evergreens, graced a conspicu¬ 
ous position over the piano. The spiritual face ofthe 
master appeared in sympathy with the occasion and 
never once scowled or looked annoyed. Our • rogrammes, 
from Tiffany, had a phrase from th - cele viplln' 
concerto engraved upon them. The audience, number¬ 
ing over a hundred, being sealed, the evening 1 >gan. 
The impression received by the att ve listeners, 
when the poetic life of this wonderful genius was un¬ 
folded to them, and then individual selections, performed, 
after a careful description and history of conception, 
composition and production, is indescribable. — 
The trio, “ Lift thine Eyes,” was beautifully sung at a 
distance, the singers having retired- to another room ; 
when the introduction had been.read by the essayist, the 
voices blended in sweet-harmony, truly a “celestial 
trio.” 
The following is the programme we gave, which may 
interest the readers of The Etude :— 
Priests’March, from “Athalie;” Biographical Sketch ; 
Essay, Instrumental Compositions;. (Solo) “ Song with¬ 
out words,” No. 19, Op. 53; “ Song without words^” 
“Duetto,” No. 18, Op. 38; “Rondo Gappriccioso,” 
Op. 14 ; Essay, Vocal Compositions; Vocal Trio; “Lift 
Thine Eyes,” from “ Elijah;” Vocal Trio, “Hearts 
Feel that Love Thee,” from Cantata “Athalie;” “Now 
May Again,” from “First Walpurgis Night;” Essay, 
Orchestral Compositions, Symphonies; “Andante,” 
from Symphony, in C minor, Op. 11. Piano (four hands); 
Essay, Overtures^ Overture to “ Midsummer Night’s 
Dream," Piano (six hands) ; Overture to “Son and 
Stranger.” Piano (four bands). ‘ Yours respectfully. . 
C. F, Tbonsok, 
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UITBALAirOED EHYTTHMS. 
BY WM. B. WAIT. 
In the course of a piece, measures sometimes occur, 
the contents of which, in whole or in part, do not agree 
with the meter. 
Thus in two part meter, a measure is regularly divided 
into two, four or eight parts, and if, in such a meter, 
three notes appear to be played in the time of two of 
the same value, it may be said to be unsymmetrical or 
unbalanced, because it does not agree with the ruling 
meter. 
These peculiar rhythms, filling either the whole or 
part of a measure, may appear as follows:— 
Three, five, six, seven notes, etc., against tiro. 
;/-Fqtir: six, seven,; eight,; etc., -'agamst'ihree.. ■■ Five, sis, seven, nine, etc., against four. 
Eight, eleven etc., againBt six. _ 
Seven, nin , ten, etc , against eight 
Th< problei presente* is to detern ne the exact j >ifi 
of time at which each note of the conflicting rhythms 
shall enter. This having been done, the player can then 
exe ite such passages - intelligence, according to a 
cor ect standard, and pro.di t the rhythmical contrast 
intended. 
There are two methods of treating these cases, the first 
of whic:• i- mathematical andktric 
Take for example, three notes against two. In one 
case, each note takes one-half the given time; in the 
other, each note takes one-third of the given time. 
To find the point at which each note enters, the time 
must be divided by a common unit of measure,, which 
neither of the fractions, one-half and one-third, will fur¬ 
nish, as they are of different denominations. Bat the 
common denominator of these fractions, viz., six, will 
furnish a "measure with which the time may be. divided 
and allotted to each note. Dividing the given time into 
six equal parts, each note of the duplet has three Bixths, 
the first one entering with the first, and the second note 
with the fourth part of time. Each note of the triplet has 
two sixths, the first one entering with the first sixth, the 
second one with the third, and the last note with the fifth 
part of time. 
This is illustrated by representing the whole time by 
~a line divided into six equal parts, representing the time 
of each note, and the point at which each one enters. 
If five notes are played against two, the time is divided 
into ten parts; the notes of the duplet entering with the. 
first and sixth part, and the notes of the quintuplet with 
the first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth parts. Thus:— 
If the group represents less than the regular times seme 
of the notes may be increased in value. Thus, eleven 
32ds against six 16ths. ' j 
played. 
Here the first 82d Is changed to a 16th. 
The second method of reconstructing a group consists 
in dividing it into smaller ones. For example, a gronp 
of five 16thB may be arranged in two groups, one of two 
16ths and the other a triplet. Thus:— 
A group of eleven notes may be divided into a quin¬ 
tuplet an i se st iplet 
played. 
The same example may be arranged as a quintuplet 
and two triplets. 
The second note of the duplet enters just midway 
between the third and fourth notes of the quintuplet. 
From this, the following method may be deduced. 
Let any line represent the time of the regular group 
or metrical part, and divide it into the number of parts 
indicated fay the least common denominator of the frac¬ 
tions, which represent the note value in each rhythm. 
Number the parts from one, upwards, and indicate the 
entrance of each note in order, by the proper number. 
The analysis and diagram will enable the pupil to 
comprehend what is»required of him. Each group should 
be practiced slowly and separately, until its rhythm is 
clearly fixed, after which; they- can readily be played 
together. » — ■ 
With large groups, the difficulties are, of course, 
greater than with small ones, but they seem greater than 
they really are, and can all be mastered by intelligent 
'and diligent work. 
The second method of treatment consists in recon¬ 
structing a group in either of two ways, viz:— 
. 1st By making the rhythm conform to the meter, by 
diminishing or increasing the time of some of the notes. 
If the group represents more than the regular time, 
some of the notes may he diminished in value. i * 
r—- 1 may be played. 
Here the first two notes of the quintuplet are changed 
from 16ths to 32ds. ■ 
. It may be asked why the notes of the two triplets 
should not be played as 32dB as they originally appear. 
They cannot be so played, for the reason mat they would 
not fill out the time of the four regular 16ths, against 
which they stand. In rearranging an irregular rhythm, 
either the larger or the smaller group may come first, 
depending upon the effect produced. 
These methods of simplifying irregular rhythms, 
although recognized by good authority, are at least ques¬ 
tionable, inasmuch as they result in a perversion of the 
text. 
The strong effect of contrast, which the composer 
intends to produce by the intimate association of such 
opposing elements, ought not to be sacrificed to the 
incapacity of the player. Pupils should be taught to 
overcome difficulties, and not avoid them. The problems 
which these structures-present are mental rather than 
technical. They are regarded as being more difficult 
than they really are, because many teachers do not know 
how to solve them, either according to the exact or the 
free method of construction. 
CONGEST PEOGEAMMES. 
Pupils of Miss S. E. McKibben, New Brighton. 
Schubert, Polonaise for 4 hands, No 1; Seymour 
Smith,^Dorothy, Old English Dance; Leybaeh, 2d 
Grande Yalse .Brilliante; ’Hunting Song from Gurlitt, 
Op. 101 ; Cradle Song_(4 hands), from Reinecke, Op-_ 
54; Haydn, Gipsy Rondo; Theo. Moelling, Cheerful¬ 
ness, Mazurka; Mendelssohn, Spring Song; Moszkow- 
ski, Spanish Dance (4 hands), No. 1, Op. 12; Schumann, 
Happy Peasant; L’Avalanche, from Heller’s Op. 47; 
Heinrich Lichner, Heliotrope; L. Kohler, Styrienne 
Melody from Op. 218; C. Bohm, Edelweiss, Op. 279, 
No. 1 -, Gustav Lange, TEine Own, Op. 64; Schubert, 
Minuet in B minor ; N. Kramer, Piano Trio, Im Fiigell- 
! kleide. I 
Frederick Female Seminary, Md. 
Overture, “ Rosamunde Song, ‘ ‘ Lay of the Impris¬ 
oned Huntsman;” Piano Solo (a), “Elegy,” Op. 90 
No. 3, (6) Impromptu, Op. 90, No. 4 ; Song, “Ave 
Maria;” Song, “ Impatience;” Piano Solo, Minuet and 
Allegretto, Op. 78; Songs, (a) Slumber Song, (6) Sere¬ 
nade ; Piano Solo, “ Die Forelle;” Song, Barcarolle, 
“To be.Sung on the Waters;” Piano Solo, Theme and 
Variations, Op. 142, No. 3; Sorfg, “ The Erl King";”' 
Piano Duet, “ Marche Charaeteristique.” j! 
Mr. Charles V. Barker's Pupils, Lowell, Mass. 
“ Ye Banks sad Braes o’ Bonnie Dooh,” Op 80, Pape; 
Polonaise Brilliant, Op. .80, Oesten; The Raft (descrip¬ 
tive song), Pirisuti; Andaftte Yariazionif Op. 26, Beet¬ 
hoven Martha (Fantasi'e)j Plot* v; Dyi « Poet, G >f-> 
schalk; Parent lie Burlesque, )p. 12, Hofer; Oberon 
(Fantasie) Weber; Tarantella Moelling; Dreams Stre 
lezki; Meeting ind Parting La Villa ; llanella, Op. 
89 Raff; Souvenii of Trovatore, Hoffman; Romance, 
Op Schumann; Rhat odle Hongroise, No 2, Liszt 
Overture to Euryanthe (four bands), Weber. 
Jud8on Institute, Marion, Ala. A. A. Hadley Mus. Dir. 
j Mozart, “Minuet, from B flat .Symphony; Kafka, 
Polish Serenade'; Knelling, “Ah! Twinkling Star;” 
Behr, La Fileuse;, Desprey, “Lasca” (Recitation); 
Rabin • in, Whe i I Se i Thee I' aw Ni h ; Spindler, 
Polka Brillante 0| >8; dnon ‘First Steamboat on 
i the Mississippi ” (Recitation) ; Kalkbrenner, Polonaise, 
Op. 66; Trotere, “In Old Madrid;” Raff, “March,” 
iTromiLeoriore Symphony, (fourhands). . . ' 
Waco Female College, Texas. 
Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 18, Grave Allegro; Schubert, 
Serenade (Vocal); Weber, Polacca Brilliante; Verdi, 
Selections from Traviata (Vocal) ; Chopin, Valse, Op. 
84, No. 1; Gounod, Faust, Waltz (Vocal); Liszt, Danse 
de Gnomes; Rossini, “ ’Tis Sweet Music that Whispers” 
(Quartette). 
Mt. Carroll, III., Conservatory. Beethoven Recital. 
Essay, “Beethoven;” Op. 28, Andante; Op. 14, 
No. 2, Allegro; Op. 2, No. 8, Allegro; Op. 26, An¬ 
dante and Rondo; Op. 81, Rondo; Op. 63, Waldstein 
Sonata, Adagio and Rondo. 
Pupils of Mr, Anthony Stankowitch, Philadelphia. 
Duet, “Silhouette,” Op. 62, Jensen; Album-Blatt, 
Hofmann; Humoreske, Rolling ; Rondo, Op. 14, E flat, 
Hummel; Vocal Solo, “ Die Lorelei,” Liszt; Polonaise, 
Op. 26, Chopin; Concerto, C major, Beethoven; Wa- 
rum, Op. 12, Coquette, Op. 9, Schumann; Concerto, D 
minor, Mozart; Vocal Solo, Song, Cowen, “Rosebud,” 
Bartlett; Femsieht, Op. 17, Jensen; Loreley, Seeling; 
Concerto, F major, Bach ; Concerto, G minor, Mendels¬ 
sohn. - 
Ballad-Lecture Recitals, Ed. J. Meyer, New York City. 
Lecture, “Tone Color” (Part first); Margarita, Lohr; 
Yearnings, Rubinstein; In Springtime, Becker; Creole 
Love Song, Buck; Lecture, “ Tone Color” (Partsecond, 
illustrated vocally); (a)ALsaf, Neidlinger; (SYLongLive 
the King, Giorza; In Old Madrid, Trot fere; The Three 
Singers, Tours; The Breadth of Balmy Evening Breezes, 
Siebold; It was a Dream, Cowen ; Night, Rubinstein. 
Centenary Female College, Cleveland, Tenn. 
Chorus, “From Bright Lands I Come,’’ Donizetti; 
Two Pianos, Lutspeil Overture, Bela Kela; Two Pianos, 
Tarantelle, Op. 43, Thome; Piano Solo, Venetian Gon¬ 
dolier, Liszt; Vocal Solo,' “ Canson de la Source,” 
Meininger; Piano Duo, Rigoletto, Verdi; Pian-; kilo 
with Violin Obligato, Berceuse Slumber Song, Henselt; 
Two Pianos, Sonata, No. 2, Diabelli; Two Pianos, La 
Chasse, Rheinberger; Vocal Trio, “Roses and Violets,” 
Blake; Two Pianos, Danses EspagDoles, Moszkowski; 
Piano Solo, Spinning Song from Flying Dutchman,.. 
Liszt; Vocal Solo, “Ye Who Know Love’s Power,” 
Figaro, Mozart; Two Pianos, Invitation to the Danse, 
Weber. 
Pupils of Miss Clara L. Hill, Crestline, Ohio. 
Menuett (for six hands), Mozart; Si imetterlinge, 
Op. 66,Spindler; Reading, “Unprofitable Study,” from \ 
The Etude; Sqnatine, Op. 95, Handrock.; Song, “Only 
a Little Wand’rer,” Gatlin; Idylle, Lichner^—“Das 
Wandern ” (for four hands), Schubert; Valse, Op. 83, 
Durand; “ Der Freischntz,” Weber (for six hands), 
Krug; Melody in F, Rubinstein; Song, “The Clock 
“Upon the Wall,” Belesco; Bubbling Spring, Madame 
Rive-King; Reading, “Some Parents,” “Our Profes¬ 
sion,” from The Etjjde ; Sonata in D (for four hands), 
Diabelli. ’ 
Eccentricity wilPalways be a sublime and enviable 
fault in every musical genius, but genius and invention 
are one: invention and innovation are beyond ordinary 
comprehension, and that is why to many they appear 
eccentric.—Liszt. 
' Do you not think that the taste for a beautiful inter-- 
pretation may be early awakened, without using severity 
with the pupil? and that to excite the feeling For music , 
to a certain degree, even in early years, is, in fact, essen¬ 
tial? The neglect of this very thing is the reasoif that 
we are obligedto listen tq so many players who really ,-K, 
have mechanically practiced themselves to death, and J 
have reduced mnsical art to mere, machinery—to an idle. ( 
.trick of the fingers. —rWieck. 
i i Js.'-'v i» .' " ■ 
’ - .. ' i'Si .. - . . . '.• . 
T* H E ETTJDE 63 
A Supplement to Every_Jnetfuction 
' Book. 
the' study 
a p TUP PIANO w r I n Ei ^ B I vl c 
'Vf: v-;; . " ' - .Mj-rtl' \:,-f ^ 
Translated by M. A. Bierstadt. 
PRICE $1.00. 
Lessons in Musical History, A PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
JOHN COMFOET FILLMOBE. 
Pyice $1.50 postpaid. 
A comprehensive oatline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 




1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
mfflS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
tSSkS,1tz: a tuhwih hi wet am The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published.^ 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at random : 
General Advice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity or Counting. 
Some Special Difficulties. 
Musical Memory. 
On ReadiHg Music. 
The Pedal. 
■ Overcoming of Bad Habits. 
The book will be bound in cloth, and will be a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of a beginner. 
. Address tbe Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
i JHirnmi 
Address 
E. IML SEFTON. 
PBICE 1.0 o. 
Piano Protector 
FOOT-REST COMBINATION. 
This Invention provides a Protection for 
the Piano, also, an 
EXTENSION TOOT-BEST, 
Connected with the Pedals—Especially de¬ 
signed to enable Persons of Small Stature 
to Rest their Feet, and also to Work the 
Pedals of the Piano. 
PRICE X.IST. 
No. 1. Foot-rest, ----- . $1.50 
No. 2. “ - - (nickel plated), 2.50 
No. 3. Foot rest and Pedals, - - - 4.00 
No. 4. “ (nickel plated), 6.00 
No. 6. “ “ (polished brakes), 8.00 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILA., PA. 
The Philadelphia Musical Journal, 
OltLY 91-00 A YEAR. 
<\ _ 
AMERICA'S LEADING MUSICAL-PUBLICATION. 
I (Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Mas. 
Be»., University of Pennsylvania. 
Every Issue contains 16 pages of new music, and from 18 to 20 pages 
of musical literature, Interesting and valuable to Music Teachers, 
Pupils, and all lovers of the Art Divine. It is the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher's Association. 1 
A, Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. 
8PEOIAL TERM8 AND DI8OOUNT8 TO MU8IO TEAOHER8 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00. Sample Gepy, 10 cts. 
1416 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
This book makes work easy for THE TEACHER—the young 
especially—and the Btudy of music clear and attractive for THE 
PUPIL. It is a new departure, and is a Btep in advance of any¬ 
thing published-as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells When, Where and How inaeta should 
be studied or given in Theory, Technic and .The Pieee, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
the young teacher. Head vrhat Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
profession, has’ to say of the work:— 
“Mr. E. M. 8efton, 
“Bear Sir:—I have received the copy of‘Teacher’s Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work;- It keeps con¬ 
stantly before the pnpil the true and fundamental principles upon 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending' toward orderly and rapid development. 
The. direct is, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
seem almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and quality of practice which tells. One might 
as reasonably expect, by sowing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in pianoforte playing. 
“ Yours sincerely, 
“ W it,liam Mason.” 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NEW, EAST AND PBOGKESSIYE 
Method for the Pianoforte. 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER. 
PRICE 9i.HO. BOUND IN BOARDS. 
1 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In this work 
fee has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address 
. THUD. PRESSER, • 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
1 He •2*vJS'i cm 
e&jeet _o|? tfijA ®sf/oriC iAHEo fiefp 
to me Setter u^erd>fanc|if^f arjb 
©»2jo^ment of oeauiifuf MuAio. 
In six grades, each, W Cts. 
The work contains analyses of many of the best 
compositions by Classical writers. Starting with the 
very easiest pieces for beginners, it leads on, in pro¬ 
gressive order, through six grades, .to the most difficult 
works written for the Piano-forte. 
It presupposes no knowledge of harmony, but, 
starting with the simplest forms of composition, ex¬ 
plains the most essential points, just as occasion pre¬ 
sents itself in the different works under consideration, 
using such concise and lucid language as will be under¬ 
by mentally lesa^leveloned .scholani.: The work has 
met with the unqualified endorsement of all those who 
have examined it. 
Op. 15. 
ThiB Instructor includes for its theoretical portion: 
Notation; Rhythm j; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia- 
ti< - Marks of P< ver and empo and Theory >f ( - -"j 
nique, A full page is devoted to Diagrams for Position 
at the Pianoforte. 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scaleB, major and 
two minor, m all keys, supplemented by attractive Lea 
sons and Illustrative. Compositions. 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain exercises in an entertain 
ing manner. 
The last four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with,Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and Mixed Minor Scales in all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting 
ana instructive. 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the following 
Artists and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern¬ 
berg, J, S, Van Cleye, J. C. Fillmore, Arthufr Foote, 
Louis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr, G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, S. N. Penfield, 
C. H. Morse, W. G. Smith, Max Leckner, Willard 
Burr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
MeLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster, E. B. 
Kroeger, F. W. Root, W. L. Blnmerschein, Wm. Mac¬ 
donald, F. R. Webb, H. M. Wild, Mrs. L. Heerwagen. 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small sum of 
$1.50, with liberal discount to the profession and trade. 
JUST ISSUED. 
FOUND ATIONEXERCISES 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING. 
By A. K. VIRGIL. 
To be used on the PRACTICE CLAVIER or PIANO. 
The object of this work is—flrst, to establish the doctrine that Piano¬ 
forte Technic is or should be an Elementary Stndy; and, second, 
to supply teachers and pupils with exercises and faculties by which 
this all-important subject may be taught, and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson, as heretofore has been impossible. 
The plan of the work, and-the exercises given, are new and 
original. 
In the two volumes more than thirty picture illus¬ 
trations are given, by which not only proper positions, 
but correct movements are easily learned 
BOOKS I AND II, EACH $1.50. 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, New York. 
JUVEjSTILE 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
IN FOUR YOUUMES. - 
$6.00 per Volume. $18.00 for Complete Work, by Express. 
Address, • 
THEO. PRESSER, — 
1.704, Chestnut Street, 
•' T ' ' PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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POUR (4) ELEGANT NEW STYLES. 
Agents where ire are not represented. Circulars, etc., free. 
MILLER ORGAN CO., 
T^BSAITOIT, 
PIANO primer, 
. IStli EDITION. 
Notes and Remarks by such Hnsleians as Dr. 
Wm. Mason, • Mr. Wm. M, Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc. 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
THEODORE DRESSER, • 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
jP-AUMEJES9© 
llew Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of Hasical Terms. 
2300 teskm:® defined. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
requirecl by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 25 CENTS. 
Address YUEdUQRE PRESSES?, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
A System of Piano Technic, 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
CLOTH, $1.50. 
Includes a complete set of Seales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, Doable Sixths, etc., in various motions, together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor, of-late issue (by the same Author), 
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬ 
structive compositions. This work has been introduced 
in some of ohr leading schools of music. A newly- 
revised and corrected edition is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the advanced sales of the work. The 
“ Technic” in the future will be bound in limp cloth, bo 
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
SUITABLE FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
66 Mrs, SPEAKER, 
S PE CIAL ? N D U C E M E N TS 
TO TEACHERS. '' - 
ISO C5WBLBHE0 1570 
>• \5|X TOAJW 
_ ^uoranreed 
WbRK5 ,yhRK. Pfits • m 
BjOCIc Box A. 
STUDIES IN 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
other exercises. 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability tb 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
PrSee $1.50, In ISs&ifils. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
FOR 
DABII E i >RGAN 
By M. S. MORRIS. 
PRICE lO Cts. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol¬ 




1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
Portraits of Great Musicians. 
SECOND VOLUME. 
Studies in Phrasing 
By W. 8. B. MATHEWS. 
Price 81.60 Net 
53 
ACT OPERETTA. 
3Uy A HUHi 
Loudon—Novello, Ewer k Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton 
Itree^Thilactelyhia. Special terms for quantities. 
SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $S.OO. Postage and Tube, 10 Cents. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, 
MOZART, WAGNER. 
OTHERS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion whenever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.60 each, without frame. 
t —A4dre8B THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
FOE PIANOFORTE STUDENTS, 
BY ALBERT W. BORST. 
Pries B Cents. BO Cents Per Dozen. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Phllad’a, Pa. 
A wort that ererr Student of the Piano should study 
CONTENTS: 
Introduction. ' Principles of Interpretation. 
Method of Study. 
ILLUSTRATIONS! 
1. Mendelssohn, First Song without Words. 
2. Bach, Loure in G. 
3. Chopin, Nocturne in E flat 
4. Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
5. Schumann, Warum. 
6. Mendelssohn, Spring Song. 
7. Schumann, Nschtstuecke in F, Op, 28, No. 4 
8. Bach , Indention in E minor, 8 voice, No. 7. 
9. Schumann, Grilien. 
10. Rubinstein, Melody in F. 
XI. Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
12. Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
18. Schumann, Homewards. 
14. Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
15. Bach, Saraband in E minor. 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO, PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM. 
BY 
J. H. HALL AND J. H. RUEBUSH, 
ASSISTED BT 
ALDINE S. KIEFEER. 
A flue collection of Church Tunes, Anthems, Choruses, 
and Glees. Just from the press. 
Contains 11.3 Church Tones, SO 3*agea Cltmm 
Songs, 5 •!> Sunday-School Sonp, 
32 Pegea Anthems. 
Just the Book Teachers have wished for. 192 pp. 
76 Cents per Copy; $7.50 per Dozen by Mali. 
The great question before vocal music teachers is: How can we im¬ 
prove the masses in reading music? This book contains no new 
method, for character notes have been successfully used for years. 
SiPECIAlL OFFEB.—We will mall one copy to any reader of 
The Etude for only 30 ceDts, to cover cost. If you are not satisfied 
after an examination, we will refund the money. Address 
RUEBUSH, KIEFFER fit CO., 
DAYTON, "VAL. 
We beg to announce that we have now in coarse of publication a 
new work for Organists, entitled 
The Organists’ Journal, 
This work will be sold by subscription, and will comp ete in 14' 
parts. Each part will be enclosed in an attractive er and will 
contain at least four excellent pieces suitable for church service. We 
shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Concerts, 
Recitals and other occasions., The Price or Subscription for the 
entire work is S3.00. This will he the finest and most complete work 
for the Organ in the market: it will contain the moBt practical ,and 
latest compositions of the'bfest German, French, American and 
English writers. 
Each piece will be of high class. Nothing will he put in to fill up 
space The entire work will be within the ability of any church 
organist. 
We would like to impress upon you the fact thaie=. 
1st. The music will be edited in the most csfsfui manner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal,Marking, Registra¬ 
tion, etc. 
2d. The Music will be printed from Engraved plate* (not type). 
8d. No other work gives so much music for so little money; each 
part, costing 2Acents, will contain 11.50 worth of music. 
4th. None of the pieces are too difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find a large number of compositions 
which are only to be found at present in exn nsive editions. 
5th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ 
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces available for instruc¬ 
tion. 'f' 
Parts 1, 2,8, 4, 5,6 and 7 are now ready, and will he sent, postpaid, 
on receipt of the subscription. Succeeding parts will he issued and 
forwarded, one each month, until the 14 numbers are complete. 
Circulars and sample pages, riving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name ana address. 
For further Information, address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Cheitniut 8troat, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
WM. RASMUS CO. 
231 Eat 80th Street, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence, In Harmony, 
Connterpoint* Canon and JPngue. Students prepared for. 
musical examinations. Most thorough and systematic course. 
Compositions revised and corrected. Terms moderate. 
Address 
Scranton, Pa. 
IM J „l.l il'J 14-l'i.l i II iCTe.l J il-l-l ■I.liL'tmgl 
Lessons by Mail in Connterpoint and Orchestration. 
For terms and particulars, address 
Gk T. BUmENG, 
174 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, O. 
MADAME mm STEINIGER, 
CONCERT PIANISTE AND TEACHER, 
BOSTON^ M.A.SS. 
Beetboven Concerto at Conservatories a Specialty. 
Branches Taught:— Piano, Violin. Violoncello, Singing 
and Theory of Music; Also Literature Classes in 
German, French, Italian and English Languages. 
Professors:—Messrs. K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
Riifer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Beimann, Tnl. Hey and 
other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to be obtained gratis through the Director, 
KAMIL MILIST© W®ETM, 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse 
certs. Special terms ann anequaiec inducements io eacners tteq 
will work for this series of concerts, In their cities or towns. 
Address FMAUJ ANNA STE1NIGEB, Boston, Mass. 
W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lieoturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
No. 236 STATE ST., CHICAGO, IEL. 
Room 18. __ _ _ 
Mr E. M. BOWMAN, 
(Editor of “ Weitzman Musical Theory,”) 
STEINWAY HAJLX,, NEW YORK. 
Pianoforte ASD Obsais instruction by the methods on which 
modern artistic performance is based. 
- Musical Theory lessons, orally or by correspondence, by the 
Weitzman Method, which, by its lucid explanations and interesting 
course of study, commends Itself to the attention of all who desire 
to become thorough musician?. ___,__ 
Milwaukee School of Music, 
422 UROAOB&Y, MILWAUKEE, SIS. 
HARMONY LESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCE, 
GIVEN BY 
J. €• F1ULMOH1B, IMFeefoiTa 
MBS/w.^rSHERWC'OD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LE8SON8 GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
S88 Newbury Street,® 
Boston, Mass. 
EDWARD BA-SCTER, IPEIRIR'S’ . 
“Concert Pianist and Leoturer. 
Lecture Eecitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 550 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
HUSH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
323 Solatia 38th Shtreet, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
TTOR1Q IV MATT \In Harmony' Counterpoint 
MlUUUIlU JJI IHii llj t and Composition. 
RK2HARD GOERDELER^ 
Director of Music at Pennington Seminary, 
PENNINGTON, NEW JEESEY, 
^WRITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
W hands, on short notice. Refers to his popular compositions, 
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A. Pond & Co., F. A. North 
& Co., Theo, Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For 
terms, apply as above. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 644 students last year. Total expense for one 
j year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
' Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 7, and April 8. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RICE, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
A NEW BOOK POE BEGOTERS. 
THE ART OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING.— 
By Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Dog. Price $1.50, post¬ 
paid. 
This is a new work embodying the results of thirty 
years’ experience of a practical teacher, who has held 
the responsible position of Professor of Music in the 
Pennsylvania University for the last fifteen years. 
The design of the work is to furnish s thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of jnaking a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed Tfrom). but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful btudy of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Practical and Pleasing. 
It is of the utmost importance that a proper beginning 
be made. There are two features in this book that make 
it one of the best works for beginners ever issued, 
namely— •* 
SCHOOL OF ytJgfa It Interests the Pupil, it Cultivates the Taste 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. j 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, ArtiBt, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE COUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMBS H. HOWB, DIM, GEESNOASTLB, IND. 
Fpr Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President; Alexander Martin, d.d® ix.d.. College of Liberal Arts. 
Bev. A L. Bowman, a.m., s.t.d.. Dean of Sohool of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ix.d., Dea of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art., 
Samuel S. Parr, “ Normal School. 
On these two points every teacher must look 
for success, and it is well to have a text-book at the 
beginning that lays particular stress upon important 
principles. 
There are numerous duetts for teacher and pupil, all 
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly 
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic nature, and exer¬ 
cises for strict and mechanical fingering, such as scales, 
arpeggios, ^jve-fingMaexercises, etc. 
Address pul 
DAM’S MUSICAL MOTE, TABBED, HE 
An institution devoted exclusively to the study of 
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music, 
with a thorough and Systematic Course of 
Study, and a Faculty of the highest excellence and 
efficiency. Founded in 1869. Jggr Send for Catalogue. 
A STANDARD TEXT-BOOK, 
DANA’S PRACTICAL HARMONY, 
American Conservatory of Music, 
WEBER MUSIC HALL, CHICAGO. 
Every Branoh of Musio and Elocution. Course of Study 
Thorough and Comprehensive. Special Depart¬ 
ment for the Training of Teachers. 
J. J. HATTSTAEDT, Director. 
H. B. STEVENS &. CO., 
Music Publishers § Importers, 
069 TKEiiOUT ST., 
OSTON, MASS 
Agents for the Standard Cheap Editions—Peters, 
Angener, Cotta, Breitkopf & Hartel, 
Schlesinger, Etc. 
We wish to call the attention of Directors of 
Music in Schools and Seminaries, also of Music 
Teachers in general, to our stock of "Foreign and 
American Music. We make a specialty of good 
fingered editions, and when desired will send 
selections of different grades for inspection. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS. 
Isfier, THEO. PRESSER, ^ 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
TERMS LIBERAL. Catalogue sent free 
— on ^application, and 
also Bulletin of New Music sent regularly 
to those' sending their addresB. 
,66 T H If, E T I r X) E 
Portraits ^fjlamons Composers 
JUST PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-GRAVURE. 
BEETHOVEN,MOZART,CHOPIN and WAGNER. 
Size 1—12x16 In. (life size), on 22x28 paper, #......,..,..,........$1.00 
' 2—6x8 n. Q4 life size), on 14 17 paper, @ . .. - ..BO 
" 3—3>£x4% In. (cabinetalze), .SB 
- (Printed on Japanese paper, mounted on beveled card board.) 
FRAMED. 
Size 1—Framed, 20x24, in 2-inch oak, with K-lneh silver 
Inside, @.... .$3.00 
Size 2—Framed, 12x14, In 1%-lnch oak, <§>...... 1.75 
The following are in preparation and will be issued in the order 
i @ :—Each Hakjc - HA di f»*.r Mkbtx cs e Mkxek 
bksKj S otbbki Scan h ra Wsbxb si I others 
i:'fs'SnbMripUons;ahoiiid.be,placdd:,now.- ’ ‘ : . x\: .,/x 
JELLINEK & JACOBSON, Publishers, 
13 East 17th Street, New York. 
For Sale by 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Phllada., Pa. 
New*1 tessoijs+in tMarnjouy. 
BY 
JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
“ We know no other work In which a musical student can learn so 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer¬ 
cise.”—The Nation, New York. 
This work is based on the ideas of Da. Huso Bikmann, and has as 
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.” 
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modern speculation in music.”—The Nation. 
Dr. Biemann, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—The Nation. 
MUSIC TEACHERS 
HATE DECIDED THAT 
RAPID METHO 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
is the most desirable method published, and 
both recommend and adopt it. 
JSF* SEND FOR A FULL .DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR. 
Address 
THE W. W. WHITIEY CO., 
TOLEDO, O. 
COURSE IN HARMONY. 
By GEO. H. HOWARD, A. M. / 
PRICE $1 60. , 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course 
or ,i.r .ic oxten led perip I *! staidy *■ great sa ring c* 
tlro8;to:t@a€her8. A-real.lielp’to;sMeirts. 
This work Is being received with great favor, and Is already intro- 
. adi a rt i '* '..mi * rvatorie in this mtry la j mphle 
f. <, it ha 5.- -'s ge.rale and l ow.that i iacompla ed, it see > sura 
* take a le di < • j s ic< ‘ >■> Eg ri » larm ny. 
Simpl explanations, short s ntences ind pi In I ngoage throogho t 
at feature* whicl mmen ’5 o' v, , t s ers and stud t* 
It will lead student no only t< he rtlcal acquaintance w h rL, 
i • u ’ • 3,become able to list! j iIb > rsi mil ch >rds > r« g » 
- n ’ trv ments by ei s readfly as with the ey« 
y met ns »f n agr© at rariiety of ext cc « the 1 erest > th 
r.. t mi veil sustained It wi] it t mud ( by an saref 1 to 
it I, sire' he exerel g are cidedl nov ut a »k of t uii 
kin I, •'■s.v sr hav nj mpaai id be fo e 
The book will be lonnd interesting and helpful in every way to the 
teacher and the pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general Im¬ 
provement and in reviews. In advanced. study it will be found invalu¬ 
able. 
The conviction oi Its excellence will strengthen as it is 
used, and it is Bafe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular work on Harmony yet published. 
Address) 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
•F SPENCLER’S + 
System of 1 echnic 
FOR THE PIANO-FORTE. 
PRICE, 9100. Limp Clotb, 92 OO 
/III Original and fligUy Interesting Y/’or^ for 
Professional and Z&nateur. 
JPST PUBLISHED. 
We offer in this System of Technic a work that is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
' While the aim has1 been to set before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to _ wit:— 
to develope the weaker fingers, and .to equalize the 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and hands alike to every, possible posi¬ 
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the 
mind as well as the fingers. 
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte, 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
PRICE, IO ©4®,. 
Some good advice for every one studying the piano. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests' 
are printed, one on every card. 'After a number are distributed among 
the~ players, tbe cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note Is reached, when It 
counts one for the person who played the- last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full direction*, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game. ‘‘ 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other Instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read.music faster; In feet all 
who are interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kind* of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. _ 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as In most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. > 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this game a, while before beginning lessons 
Price, 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, - 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FOB 
“MUSIC TEACHERS. 
By E. M. SEFTON. 
REVISED EDITION. 
60 €enl&. 
—The hook contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index; Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. PBESSEB, 
1704 Chestnut St. PhllailatuhSa, Pa. 
THE ELEMENTS 
For Classes or Individuals. 
BY 
WILLIAM B. WAIT. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 




GRAND, SQUARE, DM UPRIGHT 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
hi x attained an 
UNPURCHA.SED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them aa 
EQUALED 
Tone, Touch, fortalip, ani Durability! 
127617 Piano folly Warranted for 5 Tears, 
WM. KNABE & CO., 
22 ft 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE, 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St., .. NEW YORK. 
817 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TWO WORKS FOR FIAMO FLAYERS. 
THE ARTISTS’ REPERTOIRE 
PRICE $100 IN BOURDS. 
CONTENTS. 
Hondo Oapriccioflo. Op. 14........Mendelssohn. 
Impromptu. Op. 142, No. 2. (Ab.).Schubert. 
Polonaise.. Op, 40, No. 1. (A maj.).F. Chopin. 
March Heroique.H. Von BUlow. 
Polish Dance. Op. No. 1.Scharwenka. 
Une Perle, (Blnette)......'..Behr. 
The Hunter’s Horn.L.........F. Von Kornatzki. 
The Mill. Jensen, 
Caconcha. Caprice. Eaff. 
Priests’ March, from Athalia. Mendelssohn. 
Students of Sorrento.  Celega. 
Pavan. .Sharpe. 
Turkish March....^.Mozart. 
Pomponette. (Style Lonis XV).(....Durand. 
Intermezzo et Valse Lente...Arr. by Tracy. 
Helodie in F.Bubinstein. 
Gypsy Hondo. From Trio No, 6............Havdn. 
Valse. Op. 33.  Durand. 
Farewell to the Piano. Beethoven. 
Two Mexican Dances.  ....Aviles. 
The Brook..............P 
Springtime,,..  ..Oarrenot 
Nel Cor Pin. Beethoven; 
Theme Allemand.......  .Leybach. 
f ixia Valse.  Pixis. 
Tarantella......Heller. 
Die Jagd. (The Chase).Bheinberger. ' 
Puritani.    Leybach. 
Loure, from 3d Suite; J. S. Bach.Arr. by Heinze. 
Harmonious Blacksmith.. *.....Hfindel. 
A Collection of Interesting 4-Hand Pieces. 
PRICE 91.00 IN %I0ARP1.: 
CONTENTS. 
Alerte, Fanfare Militates..;.. .....Behr. 
Basket of Boses, Quadrille........'.Slreabbog. 
Bella, or La Tonklnoise March.... .....Wenzel. 
Best Shot March-............Arr: Bailey. 
Blue Alsatian Mountains Waltzes.....Lamothe. 
British Patrol....-.   Asch. 
Bucephele Galop.X...Arr. Micheux. 
Flower Song, Op. 39..............Lange. 
L’Alerte. Fanfare Militaire.'.. Streabbog. 
Marche des Pompiers..... Watson. 
Martha, Op. 112.  ......Beyer. 
Pearl of Love, false Elegante.....Blake. 
Quadrille; Op. 117.  .............Streabbog. 
Qul Vive, G ld Galop de Concert, Op. 12.........Ganz. 
Secret Love, Gavotte.  Besch. 
See-Saw Waltzes.    ...............Crowe. 
Swedish Wedding March.:.:.......Sodermau. 
Tanz-Jnbal Polka...  Waterman. 
Tonklnoise (La) March..........Wenzel. 
Wandering Jew, Grand Valse Brillante.....:.......;...Burgmnller. 
Address. - ■ 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Ghestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE 33 T UDE. 67 
BERN.-BOCK ELM 
COMPOSITIONS. 
Inauffiiratlon March. For four hands....$1.00 
■. “ For eight hands..1.75 
Bomania. For Violin or Violoncello. Op. 2 ................. .75 
JBnllablle. For Orchestra; Orchestra parts.......... 1.50 
Score...1.00 
“ For Piano. Op. '..75 
Polon -I.. de Co icert For Piano Solo p.4... ' 
“ “ For eight hands...2.00 
Valse de la Op.5. FoJbPiano.....90 
£ Ctaeval. Morceau Caracteristic. Op. 6  .60 
In der Elnsamkeit. For String Orchestra. Op. 7. Score, .26 
“ “ Single set parts............ .26 
Sehnsucht. For Piano Solo. Op. 8...... .50 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A BLME MEBCISE BOOB 
For the Analytical Study of Musical Oompositions. 
For Students of Piano, Harmony, 
Musical Form, etc. 
By L. R. CHURCH, 
1208 Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia. 
¥ 1R TTQ V T ¥1T PyPl^s"t£SS0N POQK, 
ft A v rW ^ A J JLi ,y.L - 1 Pnm lO Canto " Al Afl nor 
BOSTON. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
A GRAND ORATORIO. 
By HUSH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doo. 
Price $1.50, Bound in Boards. 
A POPULAR WORE. 
MUSICAL STUDIES AT HOME, 
BT 
- MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Neatly Bound in Cloth.. Price $1.35. 
8UITABLE FOR PRE8ENT. 
These Studies are intended for those remote from cen¬ 
tres of musical advantages,.those whose early education 
in music has been neglected, those who hawebecome dis¬ 
couraged by wrong methods of teaching, and those whose 
time and means for self-improvement are limited. 
THE®. PKESSEB, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE . 
_ HENRY F. MILLER 
PIANOS. 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS' 
PIANO COMPANY 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, 
and gives, in an epitomized form, the story of the taking 
of Zion by David—The prosperity of Jerusalem—The 
defection of Israel—The consequent destruction of the 
city and the king’s captivity. 
The theme now takes up the promise of restoration 
under the reign of the promised king—His coming—His 
rejection—The final desolation of the city—Concluding 
with the promise of the Heavenly City and the descent 
of the New Jerusalem. 
The Oratorio is to be produced in April by the Phila¬ 
delphia Chorus, with a large chorus and orchestra, and 
has already excited widespread interest among musical 
people as the first work of such magnitude written and 
produced in America. 
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work Is to sy eternize practice and stimulate the 
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil's work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date ol ea^h lesson is 
also given, and in the back of the little book are four blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
“On Teaching and Teaching Reform.” By A. R. Parsons and 
Constantin Sternberg... . ..... .. . .....25 cts. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education In the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Reinecke. Translated 
by John Behmann,........25 cts. 
“Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pupil.” By Aloys 
Hennes,..........;.15 eta. 
“Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Boost,.....10 eta. 
“ Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By O. A, Macirore,...10 cts. 
The Five sent by Mail for SO ets. 
Address Publisher, 
a 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
A WORK FOR EVERT IEAOHEB. 
THEODORE PRESSER, • PIANO TEACHING 
PHILADELPHIA. 
PUBLISHER, 
1704 GHESTFUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA 
We have just published 
PRACTICAL HARMONY; 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
Dffie Fe I*• B1HTJ3JB>« 
Prioe 75 Cents in Paper ? $1.00 in Boards 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work-will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician's difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
. dactyeion. 
FOB PIABT0 STUDENTS. 
A new invention oi great practical value and real benefit to the Plano 
Player. • & * 
JUST OUT. 
"THE SCRATCH CLUB, 
By HUGH A. CIABffiB, Mas. 3«e., 
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 
Author of “The Art of Pianoforte Playing“Harmony on the Inductive 
Method," Music to “The Ackamians,” “ Jerusalem” 
— (a new Oratorio), etc., etc. 
“ It is a little book which will interest and please musicians and 
amateurs by Its chatty common sense and suggestivenetw. Evidently, 
it is the work of a man who knows his .art well enough to handle it 
without overweening solemnity.1"—Boston JAterary World. 
"One of the cleverest hits of writing concerning music that has 
ever appeared in America. . . . The book is full of entertainment, 
which will expand’ the ideas of young readers and gratify those of 
older ones.”—Philadelphia Bvenipg Bulletin. 
. Priee, In' Paper 'Covers, 75 cents. 
*** For sale by booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of price. 
by the publishers,' . 
THE POET-LORE CO., 
223 SOUTH 88th BT., PHILADELPHIA. 
To strengthen, the fingers. . 
To .improve the touch. 
To ensure flexibilitv and rapidity. 
To give oorreot position of the hand. 
To save time ana a vast amount of labor. 
Prioe $4.60, Net. 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teachers, among whom 
are S. B. Muxs, Da. Louis Maas, Madams Rivx-Krsa, Bobkkt Gou>? 
imi, Omns PrrEHAifA, etc., etc.' 'O 
Send for circular giving detailed information. 
Address TBSOBOBK PKESSEB. 
FELIX LE COUPPEY, 
Tcazuslatad. "toy XC. -A- BIBBSTAPT. 
Price 75 Cents, Postpaid. 
. CONTENTS. 
L Introduction- Object of this Book. 
IL The age at which the Study of Piano may begin. 
III. Should a Musical Education be begun by Study of Solfeggio T 
IV. Is Claoical to be preferred to Brilliant Music ? 
V. The Study of Technic. 
VI. The Utility of Collections of Etudes—Various Counsels. 
VII. The Precautions to be taken when many faults are met with 
in Pupils who have studied the Piano for some time. 
VHL Emulation. 
IX. Musical Memory. 
X. Can a Teacher himself prudently give np the Stndy of the Plano? 
XI. Accessory qualities of the Teacher. 
XII. To Pnpils. 
XIU. The Method of Practice. 
XTV. The influence of Musical Studies, and the kind of instruction 
necessary to a Teacher. 
XV. General Remarks—last Counsel. . . 
Published by TBETEO. PRESS ER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
* NEAT -AND SUBSTANTIAL 
4MUSIC v FOLIOS 
_OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price 75 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, withthree stringB to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa. 
AN IMPORTANT WORK. 
3$oto to CKn&Frsfanb ptyosir. 
VOL II. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS 
PRICES 1.50. 
Musical Miscellanies, Historical, Oritdoal, 
Philosophical and Pedagogic. 
Among the subjects treated, are Self Culture in Music, 
Bird’s-eye View of Musical History, Wagner (3 Chapters), 
Theory of Piano Teaching, Psychological relations of 
music, etc., etc. 
^ Address publisher, r 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia. 
KSSiSS 
8TRTTCTT7E, INTERE8 HHG and KUSIOAI 
TWENTY STUDIES 
CHOICE SACRED S Ol OS, ■** i m , ongs. . , 
CHOIC 5ACRE! SOLOS, folce -ongs. 
SONG CLASSICS, Soprano and Tenor, 50 songs.... 
SONG CLASSICS, Low Voice, 47 BOnga..................;.. 
CLASSIC BARITONE- AND BASS SONGS....... 
CLASSIC-TENOR SONGS, 86 songs................... 
CLASSIC VOCAL DUETft, the very best. 
EVEREST’S ALBU M OF SONGS, good selections.. 
MAUD V. WHITE’S ALBUM, tasteful songs...... 
SULLIVAN'S VOCAL ALBUM, a master’s work...;.... 
POPULAR SONG COLLECTION, 37 good Bongs. 
GOOD OLD SONGS we used to'sing,U5 songs..... 
COLLEGE’SONGS, 115,000 sold............  
COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each 
RHYMES AND TUNES. Osgood.; Sweet home music.... 
INSTRUMENTAL. 
PIANO CLA • es. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 2, 31 pieces.... 
CLASSICAL PIANIST, 42 pieces.. . 
PO PU LA R PIA N O COLL ECTIO N, 27 pieces.. 
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION... 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CLASSICS, 52 easy pieces. 
The above are all-superior boohs. 
COMPILED BY THEO. PEESSEB. 
Price . $1.00, Bound in Board Cover 
TABLE OF CONTENTS. _ 
pack 
Introduction.  8 
* il k. 't - < , Qrandmo t, tells a Shot ierlug Ta J 
Mendelssohn O, No. 8, KinderstUcke,;. . * 
Schmidt Of 14 No, 1, Sonatina, - .... - . , . . 10 
Jadassohn. Op. 17. No. 3, Children’s Dance.... 12 
DiabeUL Op. 168. No. 8.....„.    15. 
Burgmuller. Op. 76. No. 1, Bondiletto............ 20 
8| - die r. p. 136 >. ’, & m tins in 4 Ban Is....... ... 24 
:llamihel.l';V0p. HI, .'Bondoletto.............I.,..'.;--.84 
Beyloff. The Fuchsia...............................38 
Kuhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, Sonatina...   42 
Stelbelt. Turkish Hondo...... 47 
Clementi. . Op. 36. No. 1, Sonatina....... 51 
KJernlt Scheraino......... 64 
Greig. Op. 12. No. 7, Album Leaf.... 75 
Smith. Babbling Brook.....L....................... 69 
Lichner. Op. 149 No. 6, Sonatina..  66 
Dussek. Plough Boy............. 72 
Lange. Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina...............  78 
Dusaek. La Matinee................*...'....   84 
Haydn. 8onatina in D.....;............... 85 
Schumann. Slumber Song..... 86 
Schumann. Nocturne......... 91 
Mendelssohn’s Song Without Words. No. 1........ 94 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 6.......L.....  96 
Bach. . Little Prelude. No. 3.    98 
SchuberL Op. 78. Menuette... 99 
Reinecke. Op. 47. No. 2, Sonatina.101 
Chopin. Op. 9. No. 2, Nocturne...  Ill 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut,Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
OP MODERATE DIFFICULTY, 
For Development of Style, Expression and 
Technique. 
DT8CBIBED K QG MUSIC EACHEKS OI AMEKICA. 
' ; BY ' ' 
ANTON 8TRELEZKSV 
In Op. 100.—Volume II. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
EiERSON’S NEW RESPONSES. 
Quartet and Church Choirs; 74 short pieceB of sacred music of the 
best character, such as your choir needs. 
THE TEMPER NCE CRUSADE, 8*^5 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and mnsic, which will be most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers. 
QflNR H£ 1 HflMV (60 ct8j $6 doz.), by L. O. Emerson. 
n«n InUll I . Just exactly the book that will suit 
you for this winter’s Singing Classes. Also an appropriate and good 
book for High Schools. 
Adopt, without fear, for Graded Schools, our 
CflNR MANI11U- (Book 1, 80 cts., S3 doz.; or Book 2, 40 
OUH& ; ; - . IUM L. cts., 84.20 doz.; or Book 3,50 cts.,$4.80 
doz.) Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, with 
plain Instructions and best of music. 
MUSICAL MOSAICS is a unique book. It Is the first book in 
the English language that presents the very beat sayings bn 
musical topics, chosen from the highest rank of authors. 
The selections are principally in the line of aesthetics and criticisms, 
and range from one line to three pages. Much time and labor has 
been spent on the work, and the book-maker has shown much skill 
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present 
to the music-loving public just as much of the cream of musical 
■writings as could be condensed into 300 pages. All useless or value¬ 
less matter has been omitted, and as a result we have a volume con¬ 
taining the best sayings and writings of the writers on musical 
topics, in all ages and countries. 
Select for practice in_your Singing Society one of our noble and 
beautiful CANTATAS (send for list), or the easy Oratorio, 
EMM AN U EL ($1), by Trowbridge; or for Fairs and Festivals, the 
peculiarly nice.jpretty and easy DAIRY MAIDS' SUPPER (20cts., 
$1.80 doz.), by Lewis: or for the children, Mucy’s new STRANGE 
VISITORS, or A MEETING OF THE NATIONS (30 cts.. $3 
doz.); or the KINGDOM OF MOTHER GOOSE (25 cts., $2.28 
doz.), by Mrs. Boardmau. 
Price, Nickel-plated, SO Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelzel Standard, together -With the 
True Tempos of all the Dances. RICHARDSON’S 
NEW METHOD 6QO QUOTATIONS These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for Tafe Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
17G4 Chestnut Street, 
. Philadelphia, Pa. 
We give below a few of the names of writers from whose works 
selection has been made, and the number of quotations from them:— 
Beethoven, 18. Christian!, 15. 
Fillmore, 21* Goethe, 11. 
Hauptmann, 7. Hawels, 12. 
Hiller, 11. * Knllak, 12. 
Liszt, 12. Mendelssohn, 10. * t. 
Schumann, 60. Wagner, 16. 
Weber, 8. Pan r, 5. 
_ Thibant, 6. Yan Cleve, 7. 
Space will allow us to mention but sixteen of .the one hundred 
and seventy authors. ' 'i 
This is a book for musician and non-musician, for professional 
and amateur, for teacher and pupil, for all whc know or who wish to 
know anything of music in its highest sphere. It has beam warmly 
indorsed by teachers and artists in this countiy and England ana 
will fill a place in our libraries and on our tables that has hereto¬ 
fore been vacant. 
gATCfS^teacher—every’ student—should own MUSICAL MO- 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
Address all orders to 
From the very day of its publication, it has been a decided success, 
selling steadily from year to year, and giving the printer no rest 
with its frequent editions. Its total sales to the present time aggre¬ 
gate nearly 
460,000 COPIES! 
Recreation and Study are in it admirably > The be- k 
has been many times revised, and is the most perfect of instruction 
books. It has aho had additions. Price, with American fingering, 
$3; with foreign fingering, $3. 
By JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
“ We know no other wrirk in which a muBical student, 
can learn so much about harmony in fifty pages of text 
and examples for exercise.”—The iVoiion, New York. 
This work is based on the ideas of Dr. Hugo Eiemann, 
and has an appendix of his-lecture on “ The Nature of 
Harmony.” 
« A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see 
clearlv the drift of modem speculation-in music.”—The 
FOE THE PIANOFORTE 
In Three Parts, with American and foreign fingering, each 11.50; 
complete,$8. 
This fine book secured at once the powerful aid and approval of 
the professors and pupiiB of the great Conaervatory for,which it was 
compiled, and in-which it has always been used. Very widely 
known and used. 
y eculation-in-- 
Nation. . ‘ ' 
Dr. Biemann, “Thegreafiest living musical theorist. 
The Nation. THEODORE PRESSER, 
ihestriut St., Philadelphia:, Pa, The best Companion for an Instruction. Book is MASON’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability on the pianoforte. By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by W. 8. B. Mathews. Price 
$2.50. 
ON TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM, 
TWO LECTURES BY 
Albert R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg, 
Any Booh Mailed for Retail Price, 
BASED UPON THE BHINE LEGEND. 
Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand., 
Played in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, since Its publication, March 1st, 1888. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St.j Philadelphia, Pa. 
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, Price 25 cents. In Paper Cover. 
BOSTON. - ' 
C. H. DITSON & CO., LYON & HEALY, 1. E. DITSON & CO., 
867 Broadway, New York. Chicago. 1228 Chestnut SL, Pliila 
Address Publisher, THEO. PRESSER, 
^1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
